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ABSTRACT 
A GUIDEBOOK, BASED ON 
ONE SCHOOL'S JOURNEY IN IMPLEMENTING 
RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION 
by 
Pearl McKenzie 
August 2009 
Many districts across the United States are considering, or have already 
implemented a system called Response to Intervention (RTI). This is a research-proven 
instructional method that will benefit many children who are challenged by the academic 
content. RTI uses a schoolwide structural system to support students and staff. This 
project documents steps taken by one school during an academic year in the form of a 
guidebook. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Over the past 9 years schools have been feeling the pressure to improve how 
kindergarten through 12111-grade education is provided. In 2001, the No Child Left 
Behind Act mandated state testing for all students, and an amendment to the Individuals 
With Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), in 2004, added more information to the 
requirements for testing students with disabilities. All schools wanted to maintain 
expected performance levels and stay out of the public eye as a "failing school." Schools 
scrambled to understand the state standards, testing practices, and what reform efforts 
needed to take place to reach new goals. An emerging framework that provides an 
infrastructure to support the use of evidence-based practices and provides a model for 
instructing and intervening on behalf of all students to help improve their achievement is 
response to intervention (RTI). 
Close your eyes and imagine a school system where all students are taught the 
individual skills they need to not only maintain proficiency, but to exceed proficiency at 
their given grade level. Imagine for a moment, a school where enrolling students are 
given a variety of short tests to identify strengths and weaknesses and the weaknesses are 
given added support and time. In this school, students are not labeled as "Title I" or 
"special education" to get help and support. If they need additional help, they get it. If a 
program, curriculum, or plan is not working, it is changed. 
I 
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This is a system; not a program, curriculum, or personnel issue. The system spans 
each student, classroom, and environment. There is a plan to meet each need and a 
format to solve challenging problems. It could be labeled a problem-solving system. No 
teacher is left to figure it out alone and no student becomes a challenge too large to face. 
Everyone in this environment believes all students can learn. 
Most schools have students who are at or above grade level and those who are 
below to seriously below grade level. The author's focus is on those students who are 
below to seriously below grade level. Response to Intervention can include a plan for 
students who are above grade level. Response to Intervention, R TI, appears to be an 
effective system to create a plan for those students who need additional support and 
instruction. RTI is based upon the President's Commission on Excellence, IDEA 2004, 
and the Learning Disability Association research findings. 
RTI can also help schools with Special Education. Currently, special education 
identification uses a system called a discrepancy model. This means a student must have 
a gap between their ability and their current performance. So, a student may have an IQ 
that is too low to qualify for a learning disability to be served within Special Education 
because the student's performance is already close to his/her ability level. The 
discrepancy has developed into a "wait to fail" model because as a student gets older, 
without closing the achievement gap, students will show they are lower than their ability. 
The discrepancy model has not proven to be effective and has resulted in an over 
identification of students in Special Education. The following is an example of the use of 
the discrepancy model. 
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Jonny is a third-grade student who stands out to his teacher as having a problem 
completing his assignments. After further investigation the teacher notices Jonny cannot 
read third-grade words very well. After giving a reading test, the teacher discovers Jonny 
is reading two grades below grade level, a first-grade reading level. Jonny is referred to 
the building intervention team. A month passes by and the building intervention team 
meets for 30 minutes to discuss Jonny. Yes, it does appear he has a reading difficulty. 
The team decides to meet again to talk about a Special Education referral. The teacher 
waits another month for the multidisciplinary team to meet. At this meeting the team 
looks at the evidence presented and decides to test Jonny for a specific learning disability 
in reading. The parents of Jonny are notified and all of the special education paperwork 
is sent home. 
The clock for Special Education begins ticking and the school psychologist has 30 
days in which to test Jonny. He will need an IQ test and a reading test. The psychologist 
pulls Jonny out of class for several hours one day and administers all of the tests. 
The multidisciplinary team is called back together with Jonny's parents to discuss 
the results. Three months have passed since the teacher recognized that Jonny had a 
problem in reading. The school psychologist pulls out all of the charts with Jonny's 
information at hand. He goes through every area that was tested and discusses Jonny' s 
performance. Jonny needed a 20-point discrepancy between his performance and his 
ability marked on an IQ test. Jonny only had 18 points. So, he did not qualify for Special 
Education. 
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The teacher is frustrated that all this time was spent trying to figure out if there 
was a learning disability and none was found. He makes up his mind never to refer 
another student. The teacher prays that Jonny will learn something along with the other 
students. The parents are relieved that Jonny does not have a disability, but what do they 
do now? Is there a way to get Jonny help without going through Special Education? The 
psychologist feels bad delivering the news that the team was not expecting and hopes the 
teacher will figure out how to help this student on his own. The team disperses and 
everything returns to the way it was 3 months ago. 
Without a discrepancy model, Jonny could have gotten help as soon as the teacher 
noticed a problem, without having to go through special education. With RTI, instead of 
the discrepancy model used to qualify for Special Education, Jonny would have received 
several interventions of service, been monitored to see the effectiveness of the 
interventions, and his teacher would have a variety of experts to support and discuss 
Jonny's progress. If continued interventions did not work after an extensive period of 
time, Jonny could qualify for Special Education. Further testing would be needed to 
determine his disability. 
It is difficult to explain RTI to someone who carmot understand the complex 
issues that take place in a complete system change. A teacher arriving at school may do 
something completely different, something outside the box. But what would it take to 
have all the teachers in the school do something different? What about all the teachers in 
the school district, as well as the principals and superintendent? RTI impacts assessment, 
role responsibilities, scheduling, data collection, and teaching. 
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The author showcases one school'sjourney as they develop, create, and problem-
solve through the integration of RTL The philosophy behind RTI is logical and natural. 
This system uses data-driven decision making, with a team approach, to solve problems. 
Implementing the practices ofRTI can be challenging, requiring both innovation and a 
determination to succeed. 
RTI is a three-tiered model of support. In Tier 1, all students receive high-quality, 
standards-based curriculum within the general education classroom. In Tier 2, those 
students whose screening results indicate they are not making adequate progress would 
receive an intervention. Tier 2 interventions typically involve small-group instruction on 
the targeted area of deficit. In Tier 3, those students who did not make adequate progress 
in Tier 2 and need more instruction are given intensive intervention. Tier 3 interventions 
are more individually focused on a student's needs; therefore the group of students may 
be smaller, more time spent on specific instruction, and/or a replacement of the core 
curriculum. 
Purpose 
The author's purpose is to provide information with could be useful to a school 
attempting to change their practices to fit an RTL Some information was documented, 
such as: training taking place, month-by-month actions taken, roles developed, and 
challenges along the way. It is a difficult process and schools will need a culture that is 
prepared to do what it takes to help students succeed. The author created a guidebook 
that may help other schools in their development of RTL This guidebook is intended to 
be used for a two day workshop and to completely create RTI in a school it would take 
more information. 
Significance 
The targeted population is one elementary school as it began a journey to 
transform into an RTI system. Elementary schools throughout the country are 
considering RTI as a new model to solve some of the perceived failures of Special 
Education as measured by A YP scores. Data will be collected and reviewed by teachers 
within profile meetings and grade level meetings. First person reflections take place 
throughout the project. 
Constant problem-solving occurs as old stereotypes are challenged during this 
process of moving to RTL The author explores questions and issues and how the school 
resolved them. There are examples of schedules and forms used. 
Limitations 
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There is a history factor in the internal validity because the data currently taken 
will not be accurately comparable to prior data taken. Previous to the 08-09 school year, 
reading data were taken using the Developmental Reading Assessment, in grades k-5, and 
the Analytical Reading Inventory, in grades 3-5. During the 08-09 school year and in the 
current study, reading data were collected using Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early 
Literacy Skills (DIBELS). 
This documentation is taken from a rural school in Washington with a population 
of 390 students kindergarten through fifth grade from the Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary 
School. The poverty rate is around 30% and there is a small population of ESL students. 
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Definitions of Terms 
Analytical Reading Inventory-A comprehensive standards-based reading 
assessment. It tests decoding, fluency, and comprehension. 
Curriculum based measurement-An assessment that uses brief, timed measures 
to track student growth over time and to screen for whether students are at risk of poor 
academic success. 
DIBELS-"A set of procedures and measures for assessing the acquisition of 
early literacy skills from kindergarten through sixth grade. They are designed to be short 
(one minute) fluency measures used to regularly monitor the development of early 
literacy and early reading skills." (Good & Kaminski, 2009) It is used by kindergarten 
through sixth-grade teachers in the United States to screen for whether students are at risk 
of reading difficulty, and to monitor student progress and guide instruction. 
Developmental Reading Assessment-"The Developmental Reading Assessment 
is a set of individually administered criterion-referenced reading assessments for students 
in kindergarten tluough Grade 8. Modeled after an informal reading inventory, the DRA 
is intended to be administered, scored, and interpreted by classroom teachers." (Rathvon, 
2006) 
IDEA-a law "originally enacted by Congress in 1975 to ensure that children 
with disabilities have the opportunity to receive a free appropriate public education, just 
like other children. The law has been revised many times over the years. The most 
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recent amendments were passed by Congress in December 2004, with final regulations 
published in August 2006." (National Dissemination Center for Children with 
Disabilities, 2009) It authorizes formula grants to states, discretionary grants for research, 
and technology and training. 
Individualized Education Program (IEP)-Sometimes it is also called individual 
education plan. "This is a legally binding document that spells out exactly what Special 
Education services a student will receive and why. It will include a student's 
classification; placement services, such as a one-on-one aide and therapies; academic and 
behavioral goals; a behavior plan, ifneeded; percentage of time that will be spent in 
regular education; and progress reports from teachers and therapists. The IEP is planned 
at an IEP meeting with all relevant parties in attendance." (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2009) 
Learning Improvement Day (LID)-"leaming improvement day means a 
scheduled work day during the school year for certificated instructional staff funded by 
the state for the purpose of improving student learning and implementing education 
reform." (WAC 392-140-955) (Washington State Legislature, 2002) 
No Child Left Behind Act-No Child Left Behind Act of2001 (Public Law 107-
110), often abbreviated in print as NCLB, is a United States federal law that was 
originally proposed by President George W. Bush in 2001. No Child Left Behind 
requires all public schools to administer a state-wide standardized test annually to all 
students. Schools which receive Title I funding must make Adequate Yearly Progress 
(A YP) in test scores. If a Title I school fails to make Adequate Yearly Progress, then it is 
put on a list of "failing schools" published in the local paper and parents are given the 
option to transfer to another school. (U.S. Department of Education, 2009) 
Paraprofessionals (aide, paraeducator, parapro, para)- Paraprofessionals work in 
support of a teacher. They are not ce1iified as a teacher, but they perform many duties 
within a school, such as recess, having a reading group, and one-on-one support for 
Special Education. 
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Read Well-" A unique, research-based reading program that combines systematic 
phonics, mastery-based learning, and rich content. From the beginning, children develop 
strong decoding skills, comprehension strategies, and sophisticated content knowledge." 
(Cambium Learning, 2009) This program is primarily used in grades k and 1. 
RTI- A method of using academic interventions, research-based curriculum, and 
assessment data to provide assistance to children who are having learning difficulties 
Specific learning disability-The 2004 amendments to the IDEA [Sec. 602(30)] 
define this term as "a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes 
involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which disorder may 
manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do 
mathematical calculations" (U.S. Department of Education, 2009) 
W ASL- "The Washington Assessment of Student Learning (W ASL) was 
implemented in response to the state's Education Reform Law of 1993, which required 
that the state create an assessment system to; test all public school students across the 
state, including students with disabilities and students with limited English proficiency; 
be administered annually in selected grades; measure performance based on the Essential 
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Academic Learning Requirements, the state's learning standards; report on the 
performance of individual students, schools and districts; serve as one basis of 
accountability for students, schools, and districts (for example, grade 10 students must 
pass the W ASL tests as one condition of eligibility for earning a high school diploma)" 
(Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2009) Although this assessment is being 
modified and the name may change, state testing will continue. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Review of the Literature 
IDEA 2004 specifies that, for the purpose of determining learning disability 
eligibility, a school district may implement a procedure that involves documentation of 
how a child responds to scientific, research-based interventions as part of its evaluation 
procedures. (Bender, 2007, p.1) This is part ofa Response to Intervention, RTI, model 
used in schools. "Prior to this, schools were only using the discrepancy model to identify 
a student as LD. Research has revealed that the severe discrepancy formula as a 
definition for LD has poor reliability and validity when predicting student achievement." 
(Bender, 2007, p.3) 
Most schools across the United States, in the 1990s, were using the discrepancy 
between intelligence and actual performance as part of their identification procedures for 
learning disabilities. Many researchers began questioning the use of the discrepancy 
model during this time. They cited four major concerns: (a) they argued that the model 
and studies used for justifying the discrepancy model were flawed, (b) Some cited the 
Matthew effect (better readers learn more about their world and therefore score higher on 
an IQ test.) (c) Using the discrepancy model makes it very difficult to identify students 
with learning disabilities in early elementary and research has shown that an intervention 
is more effective the earlier it is delivered. ( d) Researchers have been unable to 
discriminate those students with low reading achievement from those with a discrepancy. 
(Hallahan & Mercer, 2002, p. 46) Many researchers began exploring alternatives to the 
discrepancy model. 
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This is a list of research and policy reports supporting RT!: National Institute for 
Child Health and Development Studies "Concluded that IQ achievement discrepancy 
delays services to children," National Reading Panel "Outlined major components of 
reading," National Research Council Panel on Minority Overrepresentation "Emphasized 
importance of early identification for poor and minority children and youth and made 
recommendations for LD eligibility criteria," National Summit on Leaming Disabilities 
"Recommended Response to Intervention as the 'most promising' method ofLD 
identification," and President's Commission on Special Education "Recommended a 
focus on results and prevention in LD eligibility determination." (Batsche, 2006) 
Two studies were conducted in the 1970's by Bergan, Deno and Mirkin that 
became the early research to support RTL These studies varied in their RT! procedures 
and those variations have evolved into the problem-solving RT! model and the standard 
protocol RT! approach. In Bergan's study in 1977, interventions were designed 
specifically for an individual student and implemented over a period of time. A team 
progress monitored the student's individual performance over time to make educational 
decisions. Also in 1977, Deno and Mirkin began with a curriculum-based measurement 
given to students and developed an intervention plan to remediate certain reading 
difficulties an1ong students with learning disabilities. This method became know as the 
"standard treatment protocol." The first study was problem-solving a specific student's 
need and the second study was designing interventions based on scores on the curriculum 
based measurement. Most researchers support the standard treatment protocol as the RT! 
option of choice, but schools also combine elements from the problem-solving model. 
(Bender, 2007, p.21) 
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Response to Intervention is not a one shot wonder or a quick fix. It involves 
social, technical, and practical considerations. "Successful implementation requires 
ensuring a fit with the personal views, interaction patterns, and contextual features of a 
school's climate." (Mellard, 2008, p.ix) RT! can serve in three ways: screening and 
prevention, early intervention, and disability determination. The research indicates that 
RTI should not solely be used in disability determination, but RTI documentation can 
show that the student has received appropriate and high-quality instruction in the general 
education classroom as well as results of interventions implemented. 
"The focus in RTI on progress monitoring, early intervention, and evidence-based 
practices is consistent with many of the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act 
and Reading First policies." (Mellard, 2008, p.2) RTI procedures can identify and 
intervene for struggling students early in the educational process and reduce academic 
failure. Students who are identified as at risk for learning difficulties can receive 
appropriate interventions quickly. 
RTI follows a three tier process of delivery to students. In Tier 1, all students 
receive high-quality standards based curriculum within the general education classroom. 
This is at the base of the pyramid and should be about 80% of students. In Tier 2, those 
students whose screening results indicate they are not making adequate progress would 
receive an intervention. This is the next level on the pyramid and should be about 15% of 
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students. Tier 2 interventions typically involve small-group instruction on the targeted 
area of deficit. In Tier 3, those students who did not make adequate progress in Tier 2 
and need more instruction are given intensive intervention. This is the top of the pyramid 
and should be about 5% of students. Tier 3 interventions typically are more individually 
focuses to a student's needs and may be a smaller group, more time, and/or replacement 
of curriculum. (Callender, 2007) Students who already qualify for Special Education do 
not need to automatically be placed in Tier 3. These students may have specific gaps that 
require the instruction at a Tier 2 level. 
Core Requirements of a strong RTI model include, research-based classroom 
instruction, universal screening of all students, progress monitoring, research-based 
interventions at Tier 2 and Tier 3, and fidelity measures. The fidelity with which 
instruction and interventions are implemented is assessed and linked to continuing 
professional development. Fidelity means teaching a program or curriculum in the way it 
was intended to be taught. RTI has been used in schools for reading, math, writing, and 
behavior. 
Need for Response to Intervention 
"Schools are judged by their success in working with marginal learners who 
would otherwise fall through the cracks and become lost." (Wright, 2007, p.iii) Through 
RTI schools can intervene early with these struggling learners and have a plan to support 
all learners. 
"R TI, when implemented according to best practices, addresses many short 
comings of current systems of identifying students that are at risk for learning disabilities 
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and providing appropriate interventions. Traditionally, schools have had two parallel 
systems for students: general and Special Education. Special Education, traditionally, 
was separate and had little alignment to the general education curriculum. RTI can help 
schools work more efficiently and effectively in addressing the needs of all learners." 
(Mellard, 2008, p.l) 
"R TI can be used to meet the requirements outlined in the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act for determination of specific learning disabilities. Tier 2 helps 
to support the disability determination that low achievement is not due to a lack of 
appropriate instructional experiences as described in IDEA 2004, 614 (b) (5)." (Mellard, 
2008, p. 7) A student who fails to respond to research based instruction and interventions 
should be further assessed to determine the presence of a disability. The data collected 
through progress monitoring, along with fidelity data to verify instruction and 
interventions, serve as important evidence in the overall eligibility decision-making 
process. (Mellard, 2008, p.7) 
There are advantages for using R TI in disability determination. "There is a 
reduction of reliance on teachers to initiate referrals, a focus on academic skills, not 
presumed processing deficits; a focus on students' learning, not just current achievement; 
the elimination of the need for aptitude-achievement discrepancy and intelligence testing; 
and a reduction in false positive identification errors." (O'Connor, 2005) The IQ test will 
still be needed to determine a mental deficiency, but may not be needed in determining a 
specific learning disability. 
As a school reform model, R TI is consistent with other learning organizations' 
models, such as professional learning communities, and the professional teaching and 
learning cycle. RTI aligns with what has been found in effective schools. "As an 
assessment framework, nearly three decades of research on curriculum-based 
measurement and progress monitoring have informed both research and practice. 
Curriculum-based measurement and routine monitoring have shown to result in higher 
student achievement." (Mellard, 2008, p.136) 
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Educators have long held the belief that instructional methods and curricula 
should be supported by rigorous scientific studies, the No Child Left Behind legislation 
requires scientific support for the reading instruction curriculum used. Teachers are now 
expected to understand validity studies that support the curriculum used. RTI requires 
the use of scientifically validated curricula. (Bender, 2007, p.36) General education 
teachers should consult with reading specialists, special educators, school psychologists, 
and/or cnrriculum specialists about individual student's specific problems. There are also 
a variety of websites that can help teachers find curriculum that is scientifically validated. 
Here are some examples: (a) http://www.fcrr.org (The Florida Center for Reading 
Research), (b) http://reading.uoregon.edu/curricula/or _rfc _review_ 2.php (Summaries of 
the various reading programs and a synopsis of the research behind them), (c) 
http://www.nctm.org (The National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics), (d) 
http://www.k8accesscenter.org (A national technical assistance center funded by the U.S. 
Department of Education's Offices of Special Education Programs), and (e) 
http://www.w-w-c.org (What Works Clearinghouse). 
Leadership, Responsibilities, and Teaming 
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RT! requires a shift in the roles and responsibilities among staff. Staff must be 
trained on the specific components of RT!, like selecting appropriate interventions, 
progress monitoring, etc. It will also take a team effort among staff to coordinate efforts 
on implementation and training on infrastructure (to include instruction, curricular 
materials, assessment tools, and evaluation of data). This will be needed on an ongoing 
basis. Many schools also implement a professional development learning model when 
they begin restructuring for RTL For example, schools may request a consultant from 
their adopted reading program, such as Read Well, to help set up interventions. (Mellard, 
2008, p.13 7) 
To move forward in implementing an RT! model it requires leadership. Someone 
needs to organize a structure for change and progress. Most often this is the building 
administrator, but it may be an instructional coach who works alongside the building 
administrator. (Callender, 2007) Strong leadership helps teachers make the necessary 
changes needed to carry out an RT! system. 
Teaming is a strong component in an RT! process. Teachers are not isolated to 
fend for themselves in designing interventions for students or interpreting student scores. 
A support structure is established, first within a grade level team, and next within the 
building RT! team. In the grade level team, sometimes they work alongside a peer coach 
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to discuss student data and specific students of concern. The team is regularly reviewing 
the progress students are making as a whole and individual student performance. Teams 
decide what interventions are needed and are prepared to make instructional decisions. 
When the grade level teams are stuck in problem-solving they will seek out the building 
RTI team to help support questions or decisions they could not solve on their own. 
(Callender, 2007) 
Using data for screening, diagnostic, and progress monitoring 
How do we know when students need an intervention? Students need an 
intervention when they score low on a screening assessment. Schools need to decide 
what the screening assessments will be and what cut scores will be used. Screening data 
should show the teacher what they already had suspicions about. If a teacher thought a 
student was a poor reader, the screening data should reflect that information. Sc.reening 
is used to identify students as intensive, strategic, or benchmark. (Callender, 2007) 
Intensive students have the most gaps in learning and it may be necessary to 
replace the core curriculum for the student at this level. For example, in a first grade 
classroom students may be using Read Well as their curriculum. If there is a small group 
of students who do not show progress in Read Well, the team may decide they need 
something different, like Reading Mastery. For those few students Reading Mastery 
would be taught to them instead of Read Well, replacing the core curriculum. (Callender, 
2007) A student in the intensive level may not be able to close the achievement gap 
within one year, but through progress monitoring and closely monitoring the intervention 
plan, we will help this student achieve as much as possible. Some students in the 
intensive level are already identified through Special Education, but the screening data 
and progress monitoring with help identify what areas should be addressed on the IEP 
and if the student is reaching their goal. 
Strategic students have holes somewhere in their learning that need to be filled. 
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After screening, staff need to figure out what learning gaps the student has and this is 
done through diagnostic assessments. Diagnostic assessments tell us specifics about what 
students do and don't know. Where are the gaps in learning? Is this student only 
struggling with short vowel sounds? When we target the area students are struggling in 
we can spend less time focusing on the areas they do not need to be taught again and 
growth will take place in less time. Students with the same specific needs can be in small 
focused groups for this instruction. (Callender, 2007) 
Benchmark students are those students who are performing at grade level to above 
grade level on the screening assessments. Our goal for benchmark students is to continue 
to make progress consistent with where an average student should be making progress. A 
benchmark student can easily become a strategic student, if they do not make any 
progress by the next testing period. All students should be assessed three times a year. 
(Callender, 2007) 
Benchmark students do not need to have continuous progress monitoring to know 
they are doing well. But, for the strategic and intensive students we need to know that 
the implemented interventions they are doing are working. We know they are working 
when a student is closing the achievement gap at an expected rate. Progress monitoring 
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helps teachers monitor a student's progress over time. If a student is not continuing to 
make growth, the intervention may need to be changed or modified. Progress monitoring 
is one of the keys to knowing if the interventions are working. Determining how much 
progress is enough can be a challenge. We can use the data to identify a problem, set a 
goal for a student to reach, and to monitor student progress. (Callender, 2007) 
Challenges and Professional Development 
Progress monitoring the interventions has its own set of challenges. (Callender, 
2007) There are many reports that you can use to compare progress of a student to their 
peers. It is difficult to know how much progress a student can make or should be 
making. Schools also need data and testing that is reliable and valid. 
Sometimes the problem is in administering the assessment. Did the teacher or 
paraprofessional start the timer on time? Was the student comfortable in the 
environment? There are a number of environmental factors that can skew the data. 
Another problem could be the delivery of the intervention. Was the teacher or 
paraprofessional well trained on the curriculum or method? If the instructor is not trained 
well enough to deliver the program the way it was intended to be delivered, there is a 
problem with the fidelity of the program. (Callender, 2007) Was the student taught the 
curricular materials in the correct fashion, according to the instructor's teaching manual, 
which would thereby allow the student to learn the content? Was the lesson given in the 
appropriate amount of time or was it too short? 
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Some schools seem to overlook discussions on effective teaching methods. This 
is a component needed in an RTI system. One of the benefits for effective teaching is 
drop-out prevention. Effective instructional design and delivery as a focus for keeping 
students with disabilities in school appears to be a strategy for dropout prevention. 
Students with disabilities are twice as likely to drop out of school as their nondisabled 
peers in general education (President's Commission on Excellence in Special Education, 
2002). "Since the early 1980s, educators have learned a great deal about the attributes of 
instruction that result in efficient and motivated learning. These attributes are supported 
by solid research evidence and have received wide dissemination through various outlets. 
Yet in many classrooms, effective teaching practices are not routinely used, leading to 
academic failure and ultimately disengaged and disinterested students who drop out of 
school.'' (Bost & Riccomini, 2006) 
There are many challenges when you look at the structure in an RTI school. 
(Callender, 2007) Who will be delivering interventions? Who is creating the schedule of 
services for students? What interventions do we have available? Who is sharing the 
information about students with parents? What professional development do we need? 
When will informal intervention observations take place? Who is on the building RT! 
team? There will always be structural questions in a school when developing and RT! 
system. 
Questions about benchmark tests: What tests will we use? When will these tests 
be given? Who is creating this schedule? How will the data be collected for teachers to 
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use? How will we communicate the data to each other and reach decisions on 
interventions and which students will be receiving them? What if a teacher has a larger 
percentage of students at the intensive level? 
One of the ongoing challenges seems to be that each school is unique with its own 
culture and set of values. No two schools approach RTI in the same fashion or can 
expect the same result. As schools establish what is to be done and how, set procedures 
for evaluation, define patterns of conduct, recognize and reward, and schedule and 
organize, they not only reflect a set of assumptions but promote the perceptions of why 
the student is there. (Maehr & Midgley, 1996, p. 214) This is a schools culture along 
with the expectations of teachers and administrators. Developing RTI in your school is 
ongoing process that takes into account the differences that make your school unique, but 
all staff must believe that all students are capable of learning. There are guidelines that 
help schools, but it is not a simple journey. It is easier if Response to Intervention 
becomes a dominate initiative of the school and it is clear to staff that RTI will be used as 
a framework when planning group or individual student interventions. (Callender, 2007) 
There is some information out that will assist schools using evidence-based 
implementation strategies to ensure their practices are delivered with fidelity and the use 
is sustained. "The science of implementation and sustainability has received a lot of 
attention, especially with the growing realization that training practitioners in the use of 
evidence-based practices is not enough and that effective professional development and 
effective implementation strategies must be in place ifreal school improvement is to be 
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achieved with new practices." (Danielson, Doolittle & Bradley, 2007) It is important to 
understand the paradigm shift to R TI and how to sustain this new system. 
Concerns with RT! 
In some cases RT! is being presented as a narrow and constricted model 
instead of the flexible and variable set of principles that it is. For example, Fuchs and 
Fuchs (2005) describe a two-tiered model of RT! but there is little emphasis in their 
writing that RT! can look different in different locations. Brown-Childsey and Steege 
(2005) describe another application of RT!, but they do not make clear that RT! may be 
implemented differently in different settings. 
Schools need to understand the principles behind RT!, even though the 
features look different in different literature. It is important that schools take the time to 
understand what the essential features ofRTI are and what they look like in 
implementation. 
Summary 
Response to Intervention takes research on struggling learners and compiles it 
into a usable system for schools. The process takes time to set up structures, routines, 
and leadership. RT! can meet the needs of all learners. Schools are searching for ways to 
achieve adequately yearly progress with increasingly demanding educational standards, 
R TI can offer "best practice" instruction for all students. One of the biggest advantages 
of changing to RT! is an increased understanding of the academic skills of all students in 
a class. The more we know and understand individual students, the more we can meet 
their needs. (Callender, 2007) 
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Even though RTI was approved in 2004 as eligibility determination criteria, it is 
not a new concept. It seems very similar to pre-referral interventions that were tried by 
teachers and teams. The problem with pre-referral interventions is that it was on an 
individual basis without the support of the entire school and some teachers did not 
understand the definition of"intervention." (Bender, 2007, p.97) The interventions and 
following through with interventions can be difficult. A system was not in place to 
follow-through, train, and support. 
Transforming a school system into an RT! model takes dedication, leadership, and 
working as a team. Change will not happen without a conscience effort. (Callender, 
2007) The RT! team in a building would need to decide how the system would look in 
their school, what interventions they may already have available, what could be used as 
assessment tools, and what timeline they would like to use to get started. 
There are still questions regarding R TI activities and Special Education. This 
reflects the fact that RT! is a new model, one that is experiencing rapid change and 
growth. There are several studies taking place trying to catch up with the demand. 
(Wright 13) IDEA 2004 is silent about the exact criteria school districts may use in 
establishing a SLD. It is suggested that districts use established approached for using 
RT! data to identify SLD. 
Most research on RT! covers early literacy in young children. One study is on the 
Exemplary Model of Early Reading Growth and Excellence, or EMERGE. It is a 
partnership between the Social Development Commission (SDC) Head Start of 
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Milwaukee, the Head Start-Day Care Partner Program of Milwaukee, and the University 
of Wisconsin in Milwaukee and Madison. The EMERGE program is an Early Reading 
First project funded through the U.S. Department of Education (2005-2008). Through a 
combination of classroom practices grounded in empirical research, a multitier 
intervention, and high-quality professional development, EMERGE is designed to help 
children from low-income families acquire early literacy skills to prepare them for later 
success in school. (Gettinger, and Stoiber) In the study it was difficult to create a 
comparison group because the children moved in and out of groups and Tiers. The study 
did find that with emphasis on early intervention and scientifically based early literacy 
instruction students did show significant growth, which supports the use of an RTI 
system. 
According to Daly and colleagues (Daly, Martens, Barnett, Witt, & Olson, 2007), 
"selecting, organizing, and delivering intervention programs to meet the needs of all 
students requiring assistance may be one of the most formidable challenges faced by 
schools." (Daly, Martens, Barnett, Witt, & Olson, 2007, p.562) Nevertheless, the logic 
model ofRTI is based on the tenet that all students will receive evidence-based 
instruction from which they can benefit. 
CHAPTER THREE 
Methods 
Need for the Project 
Many school districts have been looking for models ofRTI implementation. This 
project is a guidebook from school developing an RTI system. RTI is a more proactive 
and preventative approach in dealing with and understanding student skills than the 
previous methods used by schools. It is more than just identifying students with 
disabilities. It is a way to ensure better academic outcomes for all students. There is a 
focus on prevention, early intervention, and proactive action in order to provide students 
with adequate instruction before they show deficits in their skills. In preventing 
academic deficits, schools must ensure students have an appropriate match between their 
skills, curriculum, and instruction. If students are struggling, they are provided additional 
instruction that better suits their needs. (Barnes & Harlacher, 2008) 
Procedures for the Project 
The school has had a small committee working on RTI during the past two years, 
while attending RTI training by Wayne Callender. He has been supporting and coaching 
schools implementing R TI for several years. He began his work in RTI as a school 
psychologist in a district in Kansas more than ten years ago. Then he moved to Idaho and 
worked with the state to establish procedures for RTI across the state. Now, he is helping 
Washington schools implement RTL 
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The school recruited the help of Steve Hirsch from WSU to coach them through 
RT! processes. He spoke to the staff about the fundamentals of Response to Intervention 
in Spring 08 and helped the building RT! team, set up profile meetings to discuss student 
data, and create interventions in Fall 2008. 
The district began planning implementation in the elementary school in October 
2007. The author began documenting the process in June 2008 and tracked procedures 
during the 2008-2009 school year. The author followed a month by month plan, 
documenting school-wide challenges, individual questions, procedures, new changes, and 
questions we were unable to solve at the time. 
At the core of RT!, you will find dedicated individuals trying to break a trail in 
what feels like uncharted territory. Some team members find the process overwhelming 
and others use their untapped problem-solving skills. 
Planned Implementation 
RT! has been implemented in the Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary school in Cle 
Elum, WA, during the 08-09 school year and is in the beginning stages at the middle 
school. There is a plan to begin an RT! team in the high school next school year. An 
RT! team was created in 07-08 for the elementary school and the team began training 
during 07-08. This guide was developed after two years of training and one full year of 
implementation. Not only will this guide help other schools in their process to develop 
an RT! system, but it may help lay the foundation for RT! at the high school. The 
documentation of process will also help the elementary school reflect on the challenges 
they were faced with and celebrate their successes. 
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RTI is a rapidly evolving topic and it is important to understand research 
implications, school models, and continuous improvement efforts. Through this process 
of documentation and research the author hopes the school will modify and improve the 
current RTI system in place. (Callender, 2007) 
The goal of R TI is to improve student outcomes for all students. The author 
documents some assessment information taken in the fall and spring across the 
elementary school to see how many students improved their reading scores based on 
DIBELS assessments. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Project 
A GUIDEBOOK, BASED ON ONE SCHOOL'S JOURNEY 
IN IMPLEMENTING RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION 
This guidebook is organized into five parts: 
I. Overview of R TI 
2. The School-Wide Approach Combined with The Problem-Solving Model 
3. Structure and Organization 
4. Professional Development 
5. Assessment 
Overview ofRTI 
RTI is a system: not a program, curriculum, or personnel issue. The system spans 
each student, classroom, and environment. There is a plan to meet each need and a 
format to solve challenging problems. A problem-solving system could be a good label 
for RTL No teacher is left to figure out how to deal with a struggling student alone and 
no student becomes a challenge too large to face. Everyone involved or committed to an 
RTI environment believes all students can learn. 
The philosophy behind RTI is logical and natural. This system uses data-driven 
decision making, with a team approach, to solve problems. Implementing the practices of 
RTI can be challenging, requiring both innovation and a determination to succeed. 
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RTI is a three-tiered model of support. In Tier 1, all students receive high-quality, 
standards-based curriculum within the general education classroom. Tier 1 should be 
about 80% of students. Most students should grow and learn in the regular classroom 
with the core curriculum. For some schools, 80% is a goal, and not how the school began 
in the RTI process. In Tier 2, those students whose screening results indicate they are not 
making adequate progress would receive an intervention. Tier 2 interventions typically 
involve small-group instruction on the targeted area of deficit. Tier 2 should be about 
15% of students. In Tier 3, those students who did not make adequate progress in Tier 2 
and need more instruction are given intensive intervention. Tier 3 interventions are more 
individually focused on a student's needs; therefore the group of students may be smaller, 
have more time spent on specific instruction, and/or a replacement of the core 
curriculum. Tier 3 should be about 5% of students. (Callender, 2007) 
The organization of the Tiers and what will take place in each tier requires a team 
commitment and school wide organization. In the school-wide approach to RTI 
intervention plans are created for students with similar needs. In the problem-solving 
model, individual plans are added or modified for students whose needs cannot be met 
within the current system. Schools can choose to adopt components of each model. 
RTI is considered a proactive and preventative approach to teaching and learning. 
Schools are not waiting for students to fail. (Callender, 2007) They screen students early 
and identify them as low risk, some risk, or at risk for future failure. This is done three 
times a year to make sure all students are appropriately placed and those students who 
need an intervention are given one. (Callender, 2007) Many schools use a triangulation 
system to identify students. That means they use three data sources, like DIBELS data, 
W ASL data, and teacher feedback to identify a student who needs an intervention. 
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After a student is identified as needing an intervention, further diagnostic testing 
takes place to ensure that the instruction is matched to the student's needs. Diagnostic 
testing also prevents us from giving a child more of what they already know. 
There must be a tracking or data base system in place, that monitors students 
testing & intervention information. This is where an assessment system comes in to RTL 
Schools might want to keep track of the data to show if a whole group of students is 
continuing to make little progress and needs a new intervention. It will also show what 
interventions have already been tried with a particular student or if a student is ready to 
be removed from an intervention. 
How are decisions made about intervention needs, schedule changes, and who is 
doing testing? This requires structure and organization within the district and the 
building. 
Teaching new instructional material and new assessments require more 
professional development. We want to be certain students are being taught the material 
the way it was intended to be taught. This is called teaching with fidelity. Teachers need 
to have some type of training to make sure they are teaching the material in the correct 
way. The material must also be proven to be effective as an intervention. This means the 
curriculum has gone through extensive research and has been found to be highly effective 
at increasing student skills. 
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Assessment is another key component to RTL Without assessment we would not 
know if students needed an intervention, where we would place students, or if our 
interventions were making progress. Schools should choose assessments that they can 
rely on as being valid. 
"The focus in RTI on progress monitoring, early intervention, and evidence-based 
practices is consistent with many of the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act 
and Reading First policies." (Mellard, 2008, p.2) RTI procedures can identify and 
intervene for struggling students early in the educational process and reduce academic 
failure. Students who are identified as at risk for learning difficulties can receive 
appropriate interventions quickly. 
My Reflection: In Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary, we began by establishing an RTI 
team to attend trainings on RTI by Wayne Callender. During the first year ofRTI, we 
worked on a plan for half the year, before we created any schedule or used any 
interventions. During the first year 07-08, we only began with kindergarten and first 
grade and only in reading. This seemed much more manageable. We also had a chance 
to work out some of the difficulties before trying the entire system school-wide. RTI 
reading was school-wide during the entire 08-09 school year. There is a plan to include 
math during the 09-10 school year. 
Attached you will find: 
1. What is RTI? Handout (This was used to share information about RTI with 
parents and other staff members.) p.34 
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2. Instructional Group Descriptions (This was used during the first parent conference 
for teachers to explain what RT! group their child is in and used again later as a 
reminder about different group choices.) p.37 
3. Response to Intervention Power Point Presentation (This was used to share 
information about RTI with the school board, Central Washington University, and 
Kiwanis.) p.43 
4. Example of Reading Intervention Recommendation (This was one of the other 
school models we looked at for examples.) p.44 
What is RT!? Handout 
Response to Intervention, or RTI, is the practice of: 
( 1) providing high-quality instruction/intervention matched to 
student needs; 
(2) using learning rate over time and level of performance to; 
(3) make important educational decisions (NASDSE, 2005). 
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RTI uses a three-tiered model of prevention across all students in a school, general 
education and special education students. If you could place all of the students in your 
school into a triangle, the three-tiered model of prevention will look like this: 
Tier2 
• Sl'ategic Level 
• Si.Jden1S mo do oot respond a dequa!Ely 1o core 
curriculum, considered "at-rtsli" b' academic 
lailure 
• Supplementa I in stuclion provided 
Tier1 
• il<'llcht~att Level 
• J'll sb.IdeJlts receive ln$i'uctlon in an 
elfecfue, scientifically·based core curriculum 
• ~on $ludentµogress is collec!!d for all 
sb.>:iel11S al three 'llEmhmarl<' peOO!ls during 
the year (Fall, Winter, <!Jrlng) 
Tier 1: Benchmark Level 
• All students receive instruction in scientifically supported core curriculum 
• Typically, about 80% of students in a school will respond to a high-quality core 
curriculum and will make adequate progress throughout the year 
• Progress of all students is monitored at three points in time, or "Benchmarks", 
during the Fall, Winter, and Spring of each school year 
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• Benchmark data indicate students who may not be responding adequately to the 
core curriculum and who are in need of additional instruction 
Tier 2: Strategic Level 
• Students who do not respond adequately to the core curriculum 
• Smaller group of students - Approximately 15% of the students in a school 
• Considered "at-risk" 
• Provided supplemental instruction/intervention (in addition to the core 
curriculum), which takes place about 2-3 times per week and often in small 
group formats 
• Student progress monitored more frequently: 1 to 2 times per month 
• Most students at this level will make sufficient progress given this supplemental 
instruction and are "returned" to the Benchmark level 
Tier 3: Intensive Level 
• Students who do not respond adequately to core curriculum and strategic level 
interventions 
• Approximately 5% of the students in a school 
• Considered in need of intensive intervention 
• Provided high-quality, research-based interventions on a daily basis; 
individually or in small groups 
• May use an individualized problem-solving model to derive instruction 
• Student progress monitored more frequently: 1 to 2 times per week 
• Changes are made to the student's intervention based upon his/her data and 
progress toward a specified goal 
• Students who make adequate progi·ess at this level are returned to Strategic or 
Benchmark level 
Special Education Eligibility 
• Students who do not adequately respond to several well implemented Intensive 
level interventions are considered for evaluation for Special Education 
Necessary Components for RTI 
• Administrative support of RT! 
• A core instructional curriculum that is research based 
• Progress Monitoring measurement tools that reflect general 
outcome measurement of skills 
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• Grade-based teams that meet regularly to review the progress monitoring data 
and make educational decisions based on the data 
• Decision rules that are applied to the data that indicate when 
intervention/instruction should be changed, when students should be moved 
between tiers, and other factors related to promoting student achievement 
• A system for monitoring the integrity of implementation of the interventions 
and instructional programs - are the interventions being implemented the way 
they were intended? 
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RTI Instructional Group Descriptions 
These are the instructional groups currently used at Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary school. 
Ask the classroom teacher which group your child may be served in. 
Road to the Code 
Lexia Reading 
Second dose letter/Read Well 
Second dose of Read Well One 
Read Well Homework 
Read Well One 
Read Well Plus 
Read Naturally 
Early Success 
Handwriting Without Tears 
Reading Mastery 
Road to the Code 
Road to the Code is a successful, I I-week program for teaching phonemic awareness 
and letter sound correspondence. Developmentally sequenced, each of the 44 15-20-
minute lessons features three activities - Say-It-and-Move-It, Letter Name and Sound 
Instruction, and Phonological Awareness Practice - that give students repeated 
opportunities to practice and enhance their beginning reading and spelling abilities. Road 
to the Code is backed by more than I 0 years of study in kindergarten and first-grade 
classrooms. 
Detailed scripted instructions and reproducible materials - such as Alphabet Picture and 
Sound Bingo cards - make this program easy for teachers to use. Teachers have the 
flexibility to work with students individually or in small groups and may adjust the 
amount of time it takes for a student to complete the program. With these proven 
phonological awareness activities, educators can confidently intervene before children 
have a chance to fail. 
This group is recommended for kindergarteners who need phonemic awareness 
instruction. (http://www.learningstore.org/we I 098b.html) 
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Lexia Reading 
"High quality instruction and the opportunity to practice essential reading skills such as 
phonological awareness, sight word recognition, sound-symbol correspondence and 
word-attack skills, help students develop a foundation for reading success. Lexia Reading 
is designed to support classroom instruction by providing children with individualized 
independent practice with basic reading skills." (Lexia, 2009) 
Lexia has directions available in both Spanish and English. This group is recommended 
for students who may need help in phonemic awareness, phonics, and/or spelling. There 
is a home connection for families with internet access at home. Students can continue to 
move ahead with what they were working on at school. If you would like to use this 
option and have a student in this group, please contact Pearl McKenzie, Title I Teacher. 
(http://www.lexialearning.com) 
Second dose Jetter/Read Well 
This is designed for kindergarten students who are struggling with letters and/or sounds 
and need an additional dose in letters and/or the Read Well curriculum. The instructor of 
this group coordinates with the classroom teacher to follow-up on the lesson that was 
taught in class. 
Second dose of Read Well One 
This is designed for first grade students who are identified as "at risk" in sounds and/or 
the Read Well One curriculum. These students get an additional dose of the daily 
instruction that took place in the general class with additional practice. The instructor of 
this group coordinates with the classroom teacher to follow-up on the lesson that was 
taught in class. 
Read Well Homework 
This is designed for students in kindergarten or first grade who have a difficult time 
completing their Read Well homework at home. Students sit in a small group with one 
instructor and complete their homework stories. 
Read Well One 
"Read Well® is the primary reading curriculum that adjusts to the needs of each 
student and builds the foundation necessary for sustained reading success. 
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With multiple entry points into the Read Well curriculum, each student is assessed and 
placed into the small group that matches his or her skill level. Ongoing assessment and 
progress monitoring inform instruction. Daily instruction in phonemic awareness and 
phonics, vocabulary, reading fluency, and comprehension builds the foundation necessary 
for students to become lifelong readers. 
Read Well® I shifts the focus from whole class activities to individualized small group 
instruction. Students practice story reading, learn vocabulary, develop decoding skills, 
improve comprehension, master test-taking skills, and increase fluency scores. Regular 
assessment and group adjustment ensure that students are successful in mastering all 
skills taught." (Cambium Learning, 2009) (www.sopriswest.com/readwell/) 
Read Well Plus 
"Read Well® is the primary reading curriculum that adjusts to the needs of each 
student and builds the foundation necessary for sustained reading success. 
With multiple entry points into the Read Well curriculum, each student is assessed and 
placed into the small group that matches his or her skill level. Ongoing assessment and 
progress monitoring inform instruction. Daily instruction in phonemic awareness and 
phonics, vocabulary, reading fluency, and comprehension builds the foundation necessary 
for students to become lifelong readers. 
Read Well 2 continues to build the foundational skills that are essential to reading more 
sophisticated narrative and expository text selections with 25 small group units. The last 
five units (Read Well 2 Plus) accelerate students beyond a second grade reading level. 
Instruction focuses on low-frequency letter/sound associations, word parts, and 
multisyllabic word fluency. Students simultaneously expand vocabulary, content 
knowledge, and comprehension skills." (Cambium Learning, 2009) 
(www.sopriswest.com/read well/) 
Read Naturally 
"Read Naturally has helped thousands of students become better readers using a unique 
strategy that combines teacher modeling, repeated reading. and assessment and progress 
monitoring. Read Naturally's programs provide a safe, structured, motivating learning 
environment that encourages reading on a regular basis." (Read Naturally, 2009) 
Elements of the Re ad 
Naturally Strategy 
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We use the computer based Read Naturally program. Students independently, with 
teacher support, work on a variety of tasks, such as: key words, writing a prediction, cold 
timing for fluency, practicing to reach a goal, comprehension assessment, writing a retell, 
and taking a test with the teacher to see if they reached their goal. This group is 
recommended for students who need to work on fluency and comprehension skills. 
(www.readnaturally.com) 
Early Success 
Reading Intervention for EARLY SUCCESS is a research-based reading intervention 
program for students in grades land 2 who need extra support to become proficient, 
grade-level readers. It is a small group model (5-7 students) that provides 30 minutes of 
daily instruction that is in addition to the core reading/language arts program. The daily 
lesson plan provides explicit, direct instruction in a three part lesson plan: Rereading for 
Fluency, Reading the Books of the Week and Working with Words/Writing Sentences. 
EARLY SUCCESS is based on 12 years of classroom research (Early Intervention in 
Reading or EIR) conducted by Dr. Barbara Taylor of the University of Minnesota. 
EARLY SUCCESS develops reading fluency within a meaning based context. It is 
aligned with the 5 critical areas of reading instruction as outlined in the Reading First 
criteria of the No Child Left Behind Legislation. 
(http ://www.eduplace.com/intervention/readintervention/prod _overview/index.html) 
Handwriting without tears 
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The developmentally based, flexible, and engaging Handwriting Without Tears program 
is the easiest, most effective way for children to develop good handwriting skills. It has 
been used successfully by more than 10 million children. 
HWT's intuitive workbooks, engaging hands-on materials, and lively music inspire active 
learning. Handwriting Without Tears® is a proven success in making legible and fluent 
handwriting an easy and automatic skill for all students. 
This group is recommended for students with poor handwriting habits and students who 
need further support in developing writing skills. (www.hwtears.com) 
Reading Mastery 
This program is used for students in Tier 3, when they are having little to not success 
with the core curriculum taught in the classroom. It is designed as a reading intervention 
program to provide direct instruction. The program begins by teaching phonemic 
awareness and sound-letter correspondence and progresses to word and passage reading, 
vocabulary development, comprehension, and building oral reading fluency. 
(http://www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/sra/readingmastery.htm) 
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Response to Intervention PowerPoint Presentation 
Traditional Paths for the 
Struggling Student: 
• The student receives additional assistance (tutoring, 
additional instruction, extra help) 
• The student is referred for a special education 
evaluation 
• The student continues to struggle and the teachers do 
the best they can 
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President's Commission on Special 
Education 
• 60°/o of all students in special education 
are those with specific learning disabilities 
• Few students in special ed. ever close the 
gap, even fewer exit out 
• Placement in special education is a life 
altering event 
• Wayne ca!lender 
Why RTI????? 
•We need a new system for helping 
students close the achievement gap 
• Reduce the number of students placed in 
special education through research-based 
interventions 
• Eliminate the "wait to fail system" 
• Allow all students to access the help they 
need 
Wayne. callendcr 
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RTI ....... 
• Is about improving student 
outcomes 
• Provides support to teachers 
and parents 
• Allows for intervention 
immediately 
• Focuses on alterable academic 
and behavioral skills and 
evaluates progress 
• Seeks to solve problems rather 
than create placements 
• Requires student assistance 
teams to know more about 
learning and effective teaching 
than psychology 
An RTI School. . . 
• Has a school-wide plan for addressing student 
needs; planned according to Benchmark, 
Strategic, and Intensive, at each grade level. 
• Maximizes the use of regular and special 
education resources for the benefit of all 
students 
• Uses assessment for the purposes of grouping 
students and informing instruction. 
• Adopts interventions and instructional practices 
that are based in scientific research. 
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3 Tier System of Support 
What Intervention 
Benchmark - will do fine 
• with a good core 
• program (75 - 80%) 
Strategic - will need 
• supplemental and 
• reinforcement programs 
• to hit targets (15%) 
Intensive - will need an 
• intensive program that 
• accelerates learning in 
• key skill areas (5%) 
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Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary 
07-08 • 08-09 
• Created an Elementary RTI Team • Elementary implemented RTI 
in Reading K-5 • Elementary implemented RTI 
Reading K-1 
• Testing team, profile meeting, 
progress monitoring • Purchased Materials 
• Outlined a master plan to 
implement the following year • Purchased more material 
• Screen and Progress Monitor 
with DIBELS • Adopted DIBELS as a universal screener for reading 
• Developing in our 
implementation and 
communication 
• Plan for RTI math in January 
• Elementary receiving training on 
Positive Behavior Intervention 
Support 
Walter Strom Middle School 
• 08-09 
• Middle school created an RTI team 
• Middle school began RTI training 
• Middle school is working toward a master 
plan of implementation for Math and Good 
Standing •. c"'""•h;,,,~ 
l :;.,(I We are ~~ WSMS. '-~ Be a Wildcat. ~ 
+ ~ re !i 
-;. G~C g· 
• "<:-~ ~ ~.;); -"-Y"" , b~ 
~"'~JU!ep-eO'll• 
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Quality in Education 
"Quality is never an accident; it is always 
the result of high intention, sincere effort, 
intelligent direction, and skillful 
execution; it represents the wise choice of 
many alternatives." Willa A. Foster 
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Example of Reading Intervention Recommendation from Battle Ground School District 
S'1\Jh: ;f;,'1lllf1IG fn,111 Batrh• r;1uudd S\:lld!fl LJ1~:fnt,f (Bergeson, 2006) 
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The school-wide approach combined with problem-solving 
There are fantastic teachers that give assessments to students, group them 
accordingly, and give them more instruction if students do not understand a concept. The 
problem is that not all students have this type of classroom. It requires that we step out of 
our comfort zone of what we are used to and accept that all students can learn and these 
are all our children. 
Every time I bring up these two statements I get an automatic, "of course we think 
this." But, I believe actions speak louder than words. Do you challenge the low 
performing students with material at their instructional level or do you give them 
something too difficult and write "failed" on their paper? Without the right support 
students will fail and we are showing that we think these students cannot learn, at least 
not the way we think they should learn. Wouldn't it be better to try to continually match 
instruction to what a student can do and keep building on it? Find out what a student can 
do and they will be able to learn. 
The school-wide approach combined with problem-solving is the heart of RTL 
Believing in students, creating a system of support for both teachers and students, and 
discussing how the RTI system fits in your school will keep the RTI beat going. 
Problems will occur along the way and this is when the problem-solving component steps 
in to work with a team of people. Include parents in the discussion, and track progress. 
Sometimes we will come up with a new situation where it will require an intervention 
that is not currently available in our RTI system. There has to be a team, ready to discuss 
this problem and what could be added or moved within the system. 
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One of the first steps in RTI is to determine the characteristics of Tier 1, or what 
is taking place for most students. Schools want to make sure teachers are using effective 
instruction with outstanding standards-based curriculum that can adequately teach most 
students and ensure that students can make one year of growth in one year's time. We 
don't want only a half year of growth across one year, because we will have even more 
students that need interventions. People making curriculum decisions need to be aware 
of the impact curriculum will have on student outcomes. 
When the team does decide on an intervention for a particular student, they may 
want to be aware that it may not work right away. It can be difficult to match students 
and interventions. This is one of the reasons we need to monitor progress along the way. 
When the data shows that an intervention is not working it is still important to focus on a 
solution and not the problem. It can easier to get together and theorize why a student is 
doing what they are doing as a complaint. For example, "look at his home life, no 
wonder he can't read better." If the conversations go this way, there is no solution. We 
didn't define what the problem is and we didn't come up with a manageable solution. 
We need to think of the solutions we can deliver. In the solution, we need to make sure 
we have a clear expectation for the intervention. Don't set your sights too high. Some 
solutions may take on a type of shared ownership. For very low achieving students, it 
may take an intervention with a Special Education teacher, follow-up with a 
paraprofessional, and support in the general education classroom. Schools are in this all 
together and should try to make decisions as a team. 
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My Reflection: Change is difficult. It is easier to dream, to discuss, and to fom1 a 
plan then to actually do. I think in doing there always seems to be room for failure, but 
this does not mean it is not worth the effort. In Cle Elum-Roslyn Elementary we did not 
have 80% of students in Tier 1 in September. Each grade level was unique and the RT! 
team took that into consideration as plans were created for how RT! would look in each 
grade level. 
Attached you will find: 
1. Example RTI Schedule (used for all staff to see groupings, times, instructors. 
This was updated very often. There were at least 20 drafts made during the 
year.) p.47 
2. March RT! Meeting (notes taken from one of the RT! team meetings in 
March) p.49 
Example RTI Schedule 
UTI Uespouse to l11te1"ve11tio11 (Gen. Eel., Title I, Spedal Eel., ESLl 
Para I (6l 
7:45-8:15 (30) Recess 
8:15-8:45 
Handwriting 
without f,ifarit#(~ 
<R,~•i}iur<fli"'...:1:~~iifYi 
[Students] 
8:45-9:10 
Handwriting 
without tears 1 
(Resource Library) 
[Students] 
9:10-10:15 K Reading 
10:15-10:25 Break 
10:25-11 :05 1st Grade 
Reading 
Para 2 (6.0j 
8:15-845 Read 
[Students] 
8:45-8:55 Break 
8:55-9:10 ---
9:10-9:45 M-Th 
Kindergarten Reading 
9:50-10:20 (30) Recess 
10:25-11:15 1" Grade 
Reading 
11:45-12:15 
Intermediate lunch & 
recess 
12:15-12:55 Lunch 
1 :05·1 :15 RTI Grade 1 
Letter Sounds 
[Students] 
1 :15-1 :48 Read Well 
>------------< Plus ~m~:[qj} 
11 :05-11 :45 Lunch 
11 :45-12:15 
Intermediate lunch 
& recess 
12:15·1:00 Primary 
lunch & recess 
[Students] 
1 :15-1 :48 Lexi a 
Reading 
[Students] 
1.:50-:'.2.:iO MtctctLe scYiooL, 
SSL C.ov..tel'\.t Focus, cYieclz t"" 
Para 3 (5j 
8:00-8:15 (15) Recess 
8:15-8:45 Read !mi 
'b'ill lt8mn>J1 
[Students] 
8:45-9:10 
Kindergarten (Mrs. 
___ Classroom) 
9:10-9:55 Kinder 
Reading 
9:55-10:25 (30) Recess 
1.0:30-1.1.:00 MtddLe scViooL 
)1--'2, CorrectLve MC!tVi, 
Dtvtslo" [Students] 
11 :00-11 :40 Lunch 
Tead1ei· I 
8:15-9:00 
11111 [M-TH] 
[Students] 
8:45-9:10Bmm 
Wi!ID:aJ1¥~ 
[Students] 
9:10-9:35 i~a: 
~rr~m 
[Students] 
9:35-9:55 B:e~!I. 
[students] 
>-----------; 9:55-10:15Lexia1 
[Students] 
11 :40-1 :00 (80) 
Opportunity Room 
1:00-1:10 Break 
1:10-1:40 Mtctd.Le scViooL 
Mcith CorrectLve Mctt\.1, 
subtYClctLoV\.., Gt;; <;rctde 
[Students] 
Reading Mastery K 
[students] 
10:20-10:50 ~~~j,if~ 
[Students] 
11-11:30 
[Students] 
Read Naturally g I 
[Students] 
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1:10-1:30 
!l:[!l~~itfti!lg£w1:2~! 
r:t~f~iM-T 
[Students] 
W-F [Students] 
1:30-2:00 
w[tVt MYS. 
2:12-2:35-
[Students] 
Corrective Reading 2:35-3:10 
Comprehension I 
[Students] 
1:50-1:05 Read 
Naturally 4 [Students] 
2:05-2:20 Read Well 
1 [Students] 
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12:30-:t;OO Mt~c\Le sc\tiooL 
Kindergarten- Orange, First Grade- Yellow, Second Grade- Green. Third Grade-
Blue, Fourth Grade- Purple, Fifth Grade- Red 
March RTI Meeting 
RTI Meeting 
March 11, 2009 (3:00-3:30) 
Present: __ , __ _ 
New team members: and 
----
Grade level teams 
- We want teachers to feel in control of what is taking place in RTI and 
comfortable making decisions about their students 
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- Maybe each member of RTI could sit with grade level teams during and R&D day 
to discuss interventions, data, problem-solving, etc. 
- The idea for Tuesday teaming was to get some of this done. Some grades are not 
meeting very often. We need more time. 
R&D Time 
- The R&D days for the building are already in place for the rest of the year 
- There is little flexibility for the R&D days 
Not discussed during the meeting, but on the agenda ... 
* Research study- A girl who is getting her masters in Psychology at CWU will be 
coming up to study our DIBELS data 
*Google Docs- This will be a great way to share teaming information and how to 
access schedules, data, etc. - What information do teachers need to use this? 
* On Thursday morning a math video with be broadcasted. Anyone interested in 
watching? 
* Our next meeting on March 25 may have to be moved a little 
To do Tasks: 
__ , , and will be working on making data charts for classrooms 
(they need to get together and work out the details) 
- How can we find more time for RTI with the building? 
___ will send out notes for meetings 
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Structure and Organization 
The structure and organization become the spine of your R TI model. It is 
important to find time to create a building RTI team to map out what RTI will look like in 
your school. What tests will be used for screening? Who will help teachers interpret 
these results and link them to interventions? When will this take place? When will 
teachers get a chance to look at progress monitoring results and make decisions about 
interventions that are working or not working? It helps to define the roles and 
responsibilities people will have in the school when it comes to RTL The building 
administrator should be an active member on the team and support data-based decision 
making. 
The RTI team will want to meet often to discuss ongoing decision making for the 
building and discuss problems and solutions. The team also should plan for organizing 
and implementing decisions around curriculum, instruction, and use of resources based 
on student performance data at all levels. Eventually, school policies need to be created 
and brought before the school board to use RTI data as a determining criteria for Special 
Education. Someone (or a few people) needs to create and monitor the schedule of 
student interventions. For this data to be useful, an ongoing organization system needs to 
be created. 
Many staff may have new roles & responsibilities in RTL This needs to be 
clearly defined and laid out. Who will motivate and engage staff in the process? Who 
will be monitoring the student data and creating a schedule? Who will be observing the 
fidelity of the interventions? Who can fit in time to do the observations? Someone needs 
to organize the interventions and create a schedule for testing students. All of this 
information should be followed-up with the building RTI team or grade level teams. 
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Most people have heard the phrase "data based decision making" and it can be 
amazing how little time and training is set aside for this task. In my school we devoted at 
least three times a year to interpreting student data and linking this to interventions as a 
team. We called these meetings profile meetings. 
My Reflection: I think you need to find people who are naturally good at 
organizing to help with the structure. At our school it made everything easier that I took 
on a lot of the leadership responsibilities for RTI as the Title I/LAP Coordinator. With a 
lot of responsibility, I had to learn what my limitations were and when to go back to the 
RTI team with information. 
Attached you will find: 
1. RTI Testing Schedule and Profile Meeting Schedule (I mapped this out for 
staff three times a year and modified the schedule with feedback. This helped 
everyone know what was taking place when.) p.52 
2. Progress for Trimester Two (I created this to hand out with report cards for 
parents.) p.53 
3. Ten Considerations for Problem Solving Teams (This helped give our team 
guidelines.) p.55 
4. Instructional Group Observation Form (This is a helpful guide to follow while 
doing an observation for RTL) p.56 
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RTI Testing Schedule and Profile Meeting Schedule 
RTI Testing & Profile Meetings (End of Year) 
May 11-14 Testing DIBELS- In Special Projects Room (Remember to bring a book 
for each student & the testing books) 
May 26 (Staff meeting to focus on RTI and review data) 
Profile Meetings 5/27-6/1 (One floater sub) 
CLASSES/TEACHERS 
Monday (5/11) Tuesday (5/12) Wednesday (5(13) 
8:15-8:45 8:15-8:45 8:15-8:45 
4 4 4 
8:45-9:15 8:45-9:15 8:45-9:15 
3 3 3 
9:15-9:45 9:15-9:45 9:15-9:45 
2 2 2 
(Recess 9:55-10:25) (Recess 9:55-10:25) (Recess 9:55-
10:25) 
10:30-11:00 10:30-11:00 
1 1 10:30-11:00 
1 
(L & Recess 11 :20- (L & Recess 11 :20-
1:00) 1:00) (L & Recess 11 :20-
1:00) 
1:00-1:30 1:00-1:30 
K/1 K 1:00-1:30 
K 
1:30-2:00 1:30-2:00 
K 5 
Thursday (5/14) 
8:15-8:45 
5 
10:10-10:40 
5 
TESTERS- Need Paras for M- (Th morning) 
Monday (5/11) Tuesday (5/12) Wednesday (5/13) Thursday (5/14) 
8:15-9:45 8:15-9:45 8:15-9:45 8:15-8:45 
Sped Para Sped Para Sped Para Sped Para 
Principal Principal Principal Principal 
Sped Director Sped Director Sped Director Sped Director 
Title I Para Title I Para Title I Para Title I Para 
Title I Para Title I Para Title I Para Title I Para 
Title I Teacher Title I Teacher Title I Teacher Title I Teacher 
Class Teacher Class Teacher Class Teacher Class Teacher 
OR-Para OR-Para OR-Para OR-Para 
(Recess 9:55-10:25) (Recess 9:55-10:25) 
(Recess 9:55-10:25) 
10:30-11:00 10:30-11:00 
10:30-11:00 Sped Para Sped Para 
Sped Para Principal Principal 
Principal Sped Director Sped Director 
Sped Director Title I Para Title I Para 
Title I Para Title I Para Title I Para 
Title I Para Title I Teacher Title I Teacher 
Title I Teacher Class Teacher Class Teacher 
Class Teacher OR-Para OR-Para 
OR-Para (L & Recess 11:20-
(L & Recess 11:20- (L & Recess 11 :20- 1:00) 
1:00) 1:00) 
1:00-2:00 
Sped Para 
1:00-2:00 1:00-2:00 Principal 
Sped Para Sped Para Sped Director 
Principal Principal Title I Para 
Sped Director Sped Director Title I Para 
Title I Para Title I Para Title I Teacher 
Title I Para Title I Para Class Teacher 
Title I Teacher Title I Teacher OR-Para 
Class Teacher Class Teacher 
OR- Para OR-Para 
( 
PROFILE MEETINGS- Need one floater sub W-F & Mon. 
Team- Classroom Teacher, Counselor, Special Education 
Teacher, Principal, Title I Teacher 
(May 27-June 1) 
Wednesday (5/27) Thursday (5/28) Friday (5/29) Monday (6/1) 
8-9 4 8-9 4 8-9 4 8-9 
9-10 K 9-10 K 9-10 K 9-10 
10-11 3 10-11 3 10-11 3 10-11 
K/1 
11-12 1 11-12 1 11-12 1 
11-12 
(11 :20-11 :50)3-5 (11 :20-11 :50)3-5 (11 :20-11 :50)3-5 
2 
(12:30-1 :OO)K-2 (12:30-1 :OO)K-2 (12:30-1 :OO)K-2 (11 :20-11 :50)3-5 
1-2 5 1-2 5 1-2 5 
Goals for the profile meeting: 
·Determine Tier Ill students and needs for the fall 
- Summer school? 
(12:30-l:OO)K-2 
2 
2 
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Progress for Trimester Two 
Wivcter 201:!3 
Dear Parent/ Guardian of _______ ~ 
As you are already aware, your son/ daughter has been receiving additional 
targeted instruction through the RTI System-wide model. Several options are included 
in service delivery of RTL There are replacement options, for intensive students, that 
need a different structure to achieve academic success. There are in class instructional 
strategies, for students who have small, or short-term, instructional needs. There are 
also targeted intervention groups, for students who have a gap in learning and need to 
accelerate their academic growth in Reading and Writing. The box, or boxes, checked 
below are the progrnms your son/ daughter is currently receiving. 
D Kindergarten RTI (Letter Naming) 
D Kindergarten RTI (Phonemes/Sounds) 
D Lexia Reading 
D Second dose of Read Well One 
D Read Well Homework 
D Read Well One 
D Read Well Plus 
D Read Naturally 
D Early Success 
D Corrective Reading 
D Corrective Math 
D Handwriting Without Tears 
D Progress Monitoring with DIBELS without an in-class intervention 
D Other: _______ _ 
A team of people, which may include the classroom teacher, principal, Title I 
teacher, counselor, and special education teacher, decide which intervention would be 
the best choice for an individual student, based on assessment data. This data is 
analyzed a minimum of three times a year on all students. Those students who need 
additional instruction are also given progress monitoring assessments, at least one time 
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per month. This helps the team determine if the intervention is the best fit for an 
individual student. The team also determines when a student receives the intervention. 
You will be notified when a change has been made in the intervention by the classroom 
teacher. 
For reading, we are using DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy) 
data, for progress monitoring, to determine if students are making adequate progress. 
An individual DIBELS report may be attached to this letter from the classroom teacher, 
showing how much progress your child is making. Additional feedback reports may be 
attached to this letter, explaining progress of an individual group. If no feedback report 
is attached, your child may be in a group that a feedback report is not available. Please 
contact the classroom teacher or ----~ with any questions or concerns. 
(Callender, 2007) 
TEN CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROBLEM SOLVING TEAMS 
1. The team should determine a regular place and time to meet. 
2. Members of the team are clearly identified along with attendance 
expectations. 
3. Roles are assigned to team members: 
A) Recorder 
B) Timekeeper 
C) Facilitator 
D) Process for determining case managers to individual students 
4. Establish team norms -expectations for problem solving meetings; consider: 
*Task oriented 
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* Student focused, problem oriented 
* Stay within specified time frame for meeting 
* Brainstorming rules 
"Reg~arattendance 
* Complete assigned responsibilities regarding inteNentions, data collection, 
etc. 
5. What process will the team follow for accepting and prioritizing "Requests 
for Problem Solving"? 
6. What criteria is used to determine when to gather additional information? 
What procedures will be used? 
7. How will information obtained from various sources (e.g. parent inteNiew, 
etc.) be evaluated and incorporated into the problem solving process? 
8. How will the team manage information about students involved in the 
problem solving process? 
9. Establish a procedure for review and follow-up for students in the problem 
solving process. 
10. How will the team determine if its problem solving process is effective? How 
will the team revise and re-energize itself over time? 
Instructional Group'-:------------
Academic Subject: ___________ _ Grade Levei~: _____ _ Date: ______________ _ 
1. Is the schedule/pacing map being followed?~--------------------------------
2. Is the teacher presenting instruction with fidelity as specified by the program being used? 
3. Is instructional time adequate? 
4. Is the size of the group appropriate? 
5. Are all the children in instructional settings attentive and highly engaged? 
6. Are all children responding in a manner that indicated that they are learning the content? 
7. Does the instructor know which students are and are not firm and making corrections immediately when children do not respond 
correctly? 
8. Are children who are doing independent work highly engaged in meaningful work and successful on the work that they are doing? 
Adapted from: Jerry Silbert 
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Professional Development 
If structure and organization are the spine of R TI, let's call professional 
development the brain. Often teachers have jumped into using new curriculum with no 
training, no support, and not knowing completely what they doing. Sometimes it works, 
after fumbling through it, but sometimes we find out we were teaching the material 
wrong. Every time I am trained on new material or retrained on old material, I find a 
better way to do something. 
Before more discussion on material training we should talk about RTI training. 
There are usually three phases in implementing RTI in a school. Phase one is pre-
implementation preparations. This typically takes half a year to one year. Schools need 
to look at their current infrastructure relative to leadership, teaming, curriculum, 
screening and professional development. Phase two is effective Tier 1 instruction 
through the core curriculum. This should not take as long as phase one because you may 
already have this in place. Phase three is effective Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 
interventions. Each staff member involved needs continuing professional development in 
each phase. (Bergeson, 2006) 
If we want highly skilled instructors that have high expectations, there must be 
available training. Oftentimes schools do a great job training teachers once on the core 
material, but what about the interventions for our low performing students.· Yes, training 
for staff is essential. I have also learned that assessment procedures should be modeled, 
demonstrated, taught, observed, and re-taught. We do not want poor assessment data 
from not training the testers to the level we should have. Imagine what would happen if 
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one tester does it accurately and one does not. Hopefully, we would discover this quickly 
and the repercussions for students would be minimal. These are two suggestions that 
may help you: 1) Always ask your testers to sign off on the test they were giving a 
student. Initialing in the corner is easy. This way you can track down who gave the test. 
2) If a teacher discovers an error with a student's test, find your most trained tester to 
regive the test. This is much simpler and less time consuming than any other way to 
solve this problem. 
In the larger scale, what professional development will superintendents and 
building administrators need? Hopefully, by the time RT! planning is occurring all 
administrators have had some training on RTL This will help the initiative become a core 
component of a school's structure. 
Many staff are used in a variety of interventions for RT! and professional 
development will help ensure that staff are teaching the material in the correct format. 
Professional development should be linked to what you are actually going to be doing, so 
there is no need to create a long list of professional development options. 
My Reflection: In our school we began with training on RTI by Wayne 
Callender. This was important for us to create our structure and guidelines before 
moving ahead with other professional development. We also hired Steve Hirsch, a 
physiologist from WSU to help implement profile meetings and some of our intervention 
criteria. To begin discussions on RT! with staff, the Special Education Director in the 
Cle Elum-Roslyn School District began handing out articles on RT! and offering free 
coffee to anyone who would like to discuss them. 
Attached you will find: 
1. District and School RTI Readiness Checklist (We used this several times to 
see where we were in implementation.) p.60 
2. Response to Intervention: What and Why? (This was an article used for 
discussions with the Special Education Director) p.65 
3. Three Tiers oflntervention (This was an article used for discussion with the 
Special Education Director) p.73 
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District and School RTI Readiness Checklist 
(Bergeson, 2006) 
Appendix I - District and School RTI Readiness Checklist'"* 
This checklist is a self-evaluation tool provided to assist districts and schools in 
examining its readiness to adopt RTI practices. The checklist is intended to be 
completed by a team of district or building level leaders. It includes five indicators to 
ensure successful imolementation of RTI svstems. · 
District Name:---------
School Name:---------
Date:-----------
Staff Completing the Checklist: 
Name/Title Name/Title 
Name/Title Name/Title 
Name/Title Name/Title 
Leadership Established Willing to Implement 
District level and building level support at the highest levels, 
including agreement to adopt a RT! model and allocate required 
resources (general education, special education and other 
programs) 
Understanding of and commitment to a long term change 
; process (3 or more years) 
Long term commitment of resources among general education, 
special educatlon Title, ELL and other programs (staff, time and 
malerials) for screening, assessment, and interventions 
District leadership team with basic knowledge of the research 
relal'lve to RTI and the des'1re to learn more 
Expertise at the district level and building level with respect to 
research based practices for academics and behavior· 
No 
Narrative: For "Established~ items documented in the space below include specific information related lo 
the involvement of the School Board, Central Office Administrators, and Principals. (Use additional pages 
as necessary.) 
Narrative: For 'Willing to Implement" items, describe current conditions that would support change in 
eoch area. (Use additional pages as necessary.) 
xx 
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Teaming Establlshod Willing to No Implement 
Commilment to collaborative teaming (general education, special 
education and other programs) at both the district and school 
levels 
Princ!pal leadership and staff (general education, special 
education and other programs) wi!Jing lo participate at each 
school 
Willingness for general education, special educallon, and other 
programs to work together at both the district and school levels 
Commitment from all team members to making sludent decisions 
through problem solvlng 
Focus on student outcomes vs. eligibility (team's main purpose is 
not special education referral) 
Narrative: For ~Establishedu Items documented in the space below tnc!ude specific Information related to 
teaming structures currently in place at the dislrlct and school levels and spedfic initlatives thal involve 
collaboration between general educalion, spec!al education and compensatory programs. (Use additional 
pages as necessary.) ' 
Narrative: For 'Willing to Implement" Items, describe current conditions lhat would support change in 
each area. (Use addltional pages as necessary.) 
XXI 
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Curriculum Established Willing to No Implement 
Use or a research-validated core reading program {as outlined in 
the OSP! K-12 Reading Model); core malh program; writing 
program and behavior at each elementary or secondary school 
ideritffied as RTJ ready with 80% success rate 
Use of or ability to acquire supplemental intervention materials 
A range of research-based instructional interventions for any 
student at risk of not reaching potential, Including those identified 
as gifted/talented or those already experiencing academic failure 
(systematic model in place such as 3 tiered approach, pyramid of 
interventions, etc.) 
System in place to evaluate research-based interventions as to 
integritylfidelJty of implementation 
Capacity to provide ongoing training and support to ensure 
fldelity of Implementation 
Narrative: For "Established" Items documented in the space below list the core reading, math, writing and 
behavior programs adopted by the district, any supplemental intervention materials currently !n use, and 
systems in place to provide training related to their Implementation. Identify each school involved. If the 
district and/or schools are not adopting research validated programs in reading, math, writing, or behavior 
explain !he area in wh!ch RT! is not being adopted and how this wm impact the districl/school's overall 
approach to RTL (Use additional pages as necessary.) 
Narrative: For 'Willing to Implement" items, describe current conditions that would support change in 
each area. Include possible options for funding addlUonal curricular materials that may be necessary. 
(Use additional pages as necessary.) 
XXll 
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Screening Established Willing to No Implement 
Universal screening system to assess slrengths and challenges 
of all students In academlc achievement, talents and behavior 
Structured data conversations occurring to lnform inslrucUonal 
decisions 
Direct measurements of achievement and behavior (learning 
benchmarks) that have a documented/predictable relationship to 
positive student outcomes 
Progress monitoring that is systematic, documented and shared 
Data management systems in place (technology support) 
Narrative: For "Established" items in the space below describe the data collection and management 
system used by the district, including details about the current progress monitoring system and calendar. 
(Use additional pages as necessary.) 
Narrative: For 'Willing to Implement" Items, describe current conditions that would support change in 
each area. (Use additional pages as necessary.) 
I 
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Ongoing Professional Development 
Established Willing to No (Addresses relevant areas essential to effective implementation Implement 
of RT! and improved student outcomes) 
Across all staff/roles 
Involves families 
Includes follow-up (e.g., coaching, professional dialogue, peer 
feedback, etc.) 
Professional development addresses relevant areas such as: 
Collaborative decision-making (e.g., professional learning 
communities) 
Effective use of data, including that gathered through ongoing 
progress monitoring, in making educational declslons 
Collaboratlve delivery of Instruction/interventions 
Research-based instructional practices, including supporting 
materials and tools 
What constitutes "interventions" versus "accommodations and 
modifications" 
Prescriptive and varied assessment techniques (targeted 
assessments, CBMs, error analysis, etc.) 
Progress monitoring techniques 
Parent engagement strategies 
--
Other: 
Narrative: For "Established" items in the space below describe the current professional development 
system and calendar. (Use additional pages as necessary.) 
Narrative: For 'Willing to Implement" items, describe current conditions that would support change in 
each area. (Use additional pages as necessary.) 
XX!V 
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Response to Intervention: What and Whv? (Elliott, 2008) 
RESPONSE TO 
INTERVENTION: 
Neither a fad nor a program, but rather the 
practice of using data to match instruction and 
intervention to changing student need 
BY JUDY ELLIOTT 
E veryone is talking about response to intervention. But what is RTI, really, and why should we care? After all isn't this jusr another new education refonn that sounds like a good idea but will soon fade from the scene? 
Response to intervention is the practice of providing 
high·quality instruction and intervention matched co Stu· 
dent need, monitoring progress frequently co make deci· 
sions about changes in instruction or goals and applying 
student response data to important education decisions. 
This approach is not about placing the problems 
within the student, but rather examining the student's 
response to instruction and/or intervention. In essence, 
RTI expands rhe practice of looking at students' risk 
of learning and behavioral failure beyond the srudent 
and takes into consideration a host of factors. Effective 
implementation ofRTI requires leadership, collaborative 
planning and implementation by professionals across the 
education system. 
RTI as a framework or model should be applied to deci· 
sion<; for general, remedial and special education, creating 
a welt~integrated system of instruction and intervention 
guided by student performance data that is Close to the 
classroom. 
Today in public education, we are faced with more 
diversity and challenge.s than ever before.Too often. fields 
within education work in isolation - fro1n our English 
language learners and gifted students co our special educa~ 
tion students. We hear about ''special ed" and we hear 
about "general ed," but it is really about "every ed." With 
scarce resources available, both fiscal and human capital, 
we need to align our education system to meet the learn~ 
ing needs of everyone in the education system. 
The No Child Left Behind Act has brought the issues 
of student learning and accountability for thar learning 
front and center. Education systems must necessarily 
account for the !earning of "every ed." However, national 
and local dara continue to show achievement gaps for stu· 
dents of color and- those with disabilities. We know mon: 
about what works in instruction than ever before; yet Wl' 
srill have gaps in student learning and achievement. 
Those continuing gaps beg these questions: Is robust, 
effective instruction talcing place in our classrooms? An: 
we differentiating instruction based on students' talenrs 
and needs? Are we working from the mOO:el of one size 
firs all r Are we providing tiered or increasingly intense 
interventions for students who, based on data, show they 
need more strategic and 'intensive academic and behav· 
ioral instruction? 
In the school systems where I've worked - Long Beach, 
Calif., Unified School District, the Penland, Ore., Public 
Schools and most recently Los Angeles Unified School 
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District - we l"Cg~1n our joun1ey by looking o.1t darn, exa1n-
ining core in~rructi{)ll nnJ identifying interventions, both 
syste1nically and nt the school site. \Ve 1no\'CLI tL)\\'<1rJ 
building a 'ysrc1n nf instnJCtion that provided l.nore tin1e 
and increasingly intense inter\'entinns for students who 
\\'ere struggling. RT! rrovides the \'ehicle to exmnine nn 
entire sy$tein nf student learning <U rhe district, cl«18sr0tnn 
and individual student perfonnance levels. 
Access Issues 
One 1nnjl1r challenge in ilnpn1ving the outcotnes of our 
students involves providing ;iccess to \vhar services and 
suppnrr they neeJ to succeed. That is, tnoving a\\'HY frnm 
a one-si:e-llts·all apprn;1ch and 1no\•ing toward differentia· 
tinn ba.~ed on ralenr and need. However, the historical 
silo ~Hnictures of our schools hnve gnuen 1n the way of 
-.vste1nic;1!\v 1n:1king rhi!-> h•1rpen t(ir ;ill ::;tudenb. 
In 1n11st :-..;:hnol dtstnCt!'>, re!'>nurccs are nrgan.t:cd by 
categ1inc,il progr:uns or tu11lling streain - ~fitle I. Eng-
!i:'>h bngu;1gc learners, talented anJ gi!tcJ, special educa-
tion, ere. Unlortunarcly, kno,ving that a :.ruJcnr qualifies 
fr)r Tide I tells us nothing about th<lt student's specific 
lc~1rning needs. In n1ost c:1ses, when a student docs not 
pn)grcss at the expected rare, she or he h placed under 
tht: inicroscope. In other \\'on.ls, the psychopnthology is 
\Vithin the student, and often the :-tudent is rcfcrn:d for 
special education testing. 
SddoLn dncs an evaluation nf the student's cbs:-ro11111 
le<1rning envirun1nent t<lkc place to CXH1ninc what ti1ctors 
n1ay be rehned to the reported lack of progre::.s. \Vithour 
a coniprehcnsive C\'aluation of students within rhc C~)n~ 
text of the instructional environ1nent, iris ofrcn difficult 
to reliably and vnlidly indicate chc rrue cause of poor 
student progress. It is i1npcrativc \\'C include an nnaly,.;;is 
of \'Hriable:; Llirectly related to ncadt!1nic succes:"> such as 
acnde1nic eng~1ged ti1nc1 opportunirie.$ to respond, teacher 
presentation style, teacher·student n1onitoring procedures, 
acnde1nic learning tin1e and reacher expectations, to nmne 
just a fc,\'. Effective instructil)ll i.s: ar the hearr of RTL 
The syste1nic work of leadership invll\vcd in unple~ 
1ncnting RTI cnnnot he undercsrin1ared, First and t~}rt.':· 
111ost, it requires creating a culture and deep belief th<H all 
students can learn irrcspccti\'C of llisabihry, race, prnnary 
language anJ/or socioccono1nic status. 
Sccnnd, it requires rhe visiun :ind inrcntional 1ness~1ge 
thar insffuctlon<il rclonn cfhirts and resources nni.st be 
aligned to ensure growth in student achicve1nenr ::ind 
A teacher at Lynnville-Sully Elementary School in Sully, lowa1 
guides students through a reading lesson. 
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thac the delivery of quality professional de\·elop1nent, tOr 
both teachers and administrators, ls .sy.stl•m1c. RT! does 
not require 111ore re.sources per se, but n1cl1er a reallocation 
and examin;-irion of current practices that are working 
and discontinuing those rhat are not. 
Third, it requires the knowledge, appreciatk)n and 
continual use oi data in rnaklng instructional and pro· 
gra1nnu1tic changes that are second nature t1.) all consmn· 
ers in the syste1n - ad1ninistrators, teachers, parents and 
the comtnunity. 
Core Principles 
The core principles on which RT! b based are supported 
both by research and co1n1non sense. Research provides 
the evidence demonstrating the general effectiven~s of 
RTl practices. Co1n1non sense keeps our attention focused 
A reading teacher at Lynnville-Sully Elementary School in Sully, 
Iowa, which uses respome to intervention. 
on whar is 1nost ilnportanr: student learning. 
IJI- BELIEVE THAT WE CAN EFFECTIVELY TEACH ALL 
CHILDREN. All RT! practices are founded on the assunlp· 
tion and belief that all children can learn. The corollary 
is that it is our responsibility to identify rhe curricular, 
instnJCtional and environ1nental conditions that enable 
lenn1ing. We then must determine the means and systen1s 
to provide those resources. 
IJI- INTERVENE EARLY. It is besr to intervene early with 
learning and behavior, when probletns and concerns are 
relatively small. Early,inrervcntion does not 1nean K-5, 
but rather preK-12. Early intervention prognnns are 
established at elementary and secondary levels for stu· 
dents who are not being successful, either academically 
or behaviorally. 
IJI- USE A MULTITIERED MODEL OF SERVICE DELIVERY. 
To achieve high rates of student success for all sn1dents, 
instruction in the schools 1nust be differenriared in both 
nature and inrcn~iry. To efticit':ntly differenrhue instruc· 
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tion for all students, tiered n1odds of intervention an: 
used in RTI syste1ns. 
.. USE A PROBLEM~SOLVING METHOD TO MAKE 
DECISIONS WITHIN A MULTITIERED MODEL Ar its core, 
this method requires answering four interrclared ques~ 
tions: (I) Is there a proble1n and what is id (2) Why 
is it happening? (3) What are we going to do about it? 
and (4) Did our inter\'ention work? The problcm·sol\'ing 
methoJ can be applied to all students in a preK~l2 systein, 
including s1nall groups and individual students. 
Jn Long Bench schools, the probletn-solving model b 
the fi.rst step used at the srudent·succe~-;-te-.1111 or building· 
temn level. From here, interventions, eitht':r behavioral, 
or instructional, are prioritizcll and put in place in the 
classroo1n. Ongoing progress 1nonitoring is done ro ensure 
interventions are robustly imple1nented. 
At the district level, the prob\e1n·solving method 
enables cenrnil-office personnel to look at data and ascer-
tain whether in fact a school district pro!-.l'faln, instruc-
tional methodology, intervention and/or professional 
devclopn1ent is working for the students it is intended 
to help. Use of data is key. 
Three Components 
hnple1uennuion of RT! requires three essentiril coinpo~ 
nents: (1) multiple tiers of intervention, (2) a proble1n· 
solving method and (3) an 1ntegrnted data collection/ 
u.sscssn1ent systen1 to infonn dec1s1ons at each tier lll 
service delivery. 
RTI uses a three-tiered model to allocrite resources 
where they are n1ost effective. For the sake of il\ustr.1· 
tion 1 RTl can be thought of ris a pyn1mid with three 
levels of interventions. Etnbedded in each tier is a ser 
o( unique support stn1crures and instruction rhar help 
teachers ilnplc1nenr evidence-based curricula and instnlc· 
tional practices at levels of fidelity designed to improve a 
student's achic\'etnent. Ongoing assess111ent within each 
tier is essential to determine a student's proficiency on 
critical academic and/or behavioral skills. This assessn1ent 
or progress monitoring is used to infom1 insrn1crion at 
each tier and to identify in a timely fo.shion the increas~ 
ingly intense level of instruction a student needs. 
TI1c base of the pyramid, or Tier 1, represents core 
instruction all students should have equitable access to. 
Typically, we want 75-85 percent of students successfully 
learning the core curriculu1n. 
Tier 2 of the pyramid, also kno,,n as strategic interven-
tions, is for about 10-15 percent of students who need 
targeced instruction, or what I call "an extra scoop" of 
instruction, to learn successfully. Strategic instruction is 
provided to students who display poor response to group 
instructional procedures used in Tier 1. Tier 2 instruction 
is in addition to the Tier 1 core instruction. 
Tier 3 of the pyramid, also known as intensive instruc-
tion, is for an estitnated 5-10 percent of students who 
need intensive, individual and/or small-group insrruction 
that is highly [argeted. Tier 3 typically includes use of a 
conrinued on pag(? 14 
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conri1111cd fnnn /){!gt! 12 
difrercn[ pnlgr.un or instruction frotn Tier 1 or 2 because 
those Jara sho\\' ~nllk'nl..; arc nor n1nking progress gh·cn 
prt•viously tried intcrventinn..;. 
1\ n(lt(' of c1utk)n: Tier ) is 11L1t :-.in1ply special educ;l· 
ti, in. R .. nhcr, n ls where lnrer\'cntiun"' an.' rnik)fc\1 tn likely 
1ndud.: !nn!!·tenn intl'n~ive instr11cr1on th;n 1n,1y 1>r 111;1y 
noi 1nduJt :-.peci<1l eJl1C<Hinn st•rvice.-,. F11r l'Xatnplt', a 
snKlent \\'\-\\isl' d11n1nisheJ pert"l1rn1ancL· 1.~ the result of lack 
of in-struct1on 111ay neeJ rn be pro\"iJed nngn1ng, inrens1ve 
instniction delivered in n1L1re- subHanrh1l blcicks of rilne 
t11 help hi1n or her cinch up rn peer:-. Another exmnple 
1nigl1t include a studt!nt whnse pert~lrlnance pn1hle1ns are 
directly rdati:d to litnitcd Englbh proficiency. Again, the 
snlllcnr nu1y need<\ longer~tenn $et l)f inter\"enrion$ th<lt 
Jo llllt include special educ-,nion. 
core instruction, you do l\l)t si1nply put these srudenrs in 
Tier 2 intcn·cntinns. You tnust go hick and ex<itnilH~ the 
instrucrinn in your core. If ynu ha\'e high rtltes n( stu~lenrs 
referred h)r spL!clill educatil)Jl 1)r in spech1! educatiun, p)ll 
n1us1 kll1k at cnre instruction anJ a,k· bit thl.' instructiun 
nr is it the stu~lcnt? 
Problem Solving 
A second l'S\l'nt1al c1)1nponenr of RT! 1:. tht• use nf the 
rroblt.-n1*so!\'ing 1nerh0; .. i.Thl' problcin·solving n11Jel ph)· 
\'ides educators a consistent :ltep-by-step pn:"lce,.:..-' to identit)· 
prohlc1ns, develop interventions and e\·;1il1ate rht.· crlCcriVt'· 
ness 0( thost: interventions. Clearly, a consistent 1necho.J 
to sol\'c prob!e1ns n1usc be 11\'ailab!e lo teachers ;:1nd ocher 
staff fl) understand why sonic student$ tire not responding 
to the acade1nic and/or beha\'ior instruction. 
In both Lnng Reach and the Portland Public Schools, 
we st;1rteJ by exatnining the success of student:> in core 
instructil)n. If you find when lnoking at your <l<na [hat 
50 rercenr lif student:- are not at proficiency in Tier I, or 
It b ilnpl)rtant to ensure all factl)l"ii (curriculun1, effcc-
ti\'c in:itnicdt)n, school tinJ c\assroorn envirnn1nenr) h:n'e 
been cxan1ined prior ro a.~suining that student factors ()I" 
dis-.1bilit~' are responsihk· for sruden.t perionnance. Thi.! 
Guiding RTI System Implementation: The Oregon Experience 
BY DAVID L. PUTNAM JR. 
T hree years of running a response to interventioh project in Oregon has taught us much about what Jactors affect successes and disapp~lntments. 
From our work with some two dozen 
school districts in the Oregon Response 
to Intervention Project, we can see that 
implementation at the school level depends 
on several system factors. Primarily, these 
include school-based factors such as the 
initial collective skill and knowledge in a 
district, the degree to which the foundations 
of a multi-tiered instructional model and 
data-based decision making are in place and 
the educational belief system of the stake-
holders. In addition, context factors such as 
district size and setting make a difference. 
The variiible with the single greatest impact, 
however, and one that can override everything 
else is focused and sustained leadership from 
building- and district·level administrators. 
Lending Credibility 
Some leadership tasks cut across roles. 
Administrators at all levels must clearly 
articulate a vision of what the change 
process will involve. Because RTI imple-
mentation often requires significant 'changes 
for staff, administrators should clarify the 
David Putnam 
expeCtations with 
well·defined non-
negotfob/es as well as 
areas of flexibility. 
For example, imple-
menting a research-
based core curriculum 
is a critical feature 
and administrators 
must hold fast to the 
expectation this will be 
carried out consistently by teachers and with 
fidelity. Administrators can be flexible about 
how this is accomplished and teachers can help 
determine the process. 
Articulating a clear vision and plan for imp!e· 
mentation is an Important first step that must 
be followed by sustained focus on student 
outcomes and support for RTI. A school or 
district easily can become fragmented with 
multiple initiatives and teachers may feel the 
current initiative is just one more in a series of 
passing fads. 
In our own district in a suburb of Portland, 
Ore~ the superintendent's involvement has had a 
significant impact. He communicates the Impor-
tance of placing student achievement at the top 
of the district's priorities when he meets with 
teachers, parents and leadership groups. He has 
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taken the time to develop a deep understanding 
of response to intefVention and can meaningfully 
describe what it takes to implement a muttmered 
system of instructional delivery. This lends cred-
ibility to his message and amplifies its impact. 
The superintendent's deep involvement is 
equally apparent when he speaks to school 
districts that we support as part of the state· 
wide response to intervention project. Often 
educators are stunned to find a superintendent 
meeting with them to address the importance 
of RTI, and they are inspired by this involve-
ment. The importance of a consistent message 
across levels of district leadership cannot be 
overstated. 
Make or Break 
Without question, the leadership provided -
or not provided - by building administrators 
can make or break an RTI initiative. Principals 
are at the pivotal point of contact between 
a great idea and the functional changes in 
how business is done In a school. For RTJ 
to be successful, principals must operate as 
real-time, contributing members of the RTI 
team. They need to be directly involved with 
orchestrating assessment efforts, supervising 
the fidelity of instructional practice£ and 
coordinating group and individual interven-
prol:-lc1n-sn!Ying pruccss occurs within e:1ch tier of the 
pynunid. 
._ can be used tl1 tnonnor an 11llliv1Ju,1l snh.:lent's prug-
rcss O\·er time; and 
The third essential con-tponent \)f RTI ls the use of an 
integrated data-collection/<1sscssnu~J1t syste1n to inform 
decisions at each rier ~if the pyratnid. This cntnponent 
heirs determine a student's re;-.pnnse to instruction and 
intl.!rvention. The overarching fonnat for these assess-
n1cnts is curricuhnn-based ;1.sscss111cnt. Tl1ese procedures 
ha\'e a 30-ycar hiHory and ha\'e been used across cur· 
riculu1n ,uea:; and gn1de !en:!b. 
,,._ have direct rcle\'ance to the devclopinent \)f Lnstntc· 
nonal straregies that address the studcrn's ,1r~a of n·eed. 
These assc,,n1ents share several characteristics. They 
)lo direcrly assess the specific skills l;.':1nhodied in state 
:lnd h1c1I ac,1lle1nic "tnn~lard.s; 
Curricuhun-based. tneasure111enrs or f~1nnativc assess-
111ents arc ad1ninistered freqrn:ndy rind an: n1orc closely 
aligned to Jay-to-day instruction. Thi;:y help teachers 
answer twv key questions: What ro teach nnd how to 
reach. Stt1te a:>sess1nents that stuLlents take regularly are 
not sensith•e to d;1i!y instruction and serve an entirely 
different purpose. TI1ar is, they set out to detenninc, for 
cxmnple, how nH 4th gmJers 1)r 10th gr.klcrs are rc1fonning 
nn a largL' sc,\k ncross ;1 state. 
,.. arc sensitiv~ ro ~1nall increment:-. ,1t growth <lver 
tune: Secondary Levels 
)lo c:1n he ad1nin1srered efficiently over ~h,)rt periods; 
,,._ 1nay be rereateJly ad1nini:;tered using 1nultiple 
fonns; 
ii" are readily :;ununarizcd in (t'acher-fnendly ways; 
ii" can be use<l to make crnnparisons aero~ students; 
Su1ne think lhat becausl' then~ is lirrle rcsc;irch nt the 
1nid~lle nr high :;chool levd& that RT\ is not \'aliJ in rhe 
secondary level. This is nut so. The principles and co1n-
ponents of RTI are the same at all grade !e\'ds. 
tions. They,iTIUst be integral members of the 
school RT( team, providing guidance and allo-
cating resources as needed. Tht? impact of 
principal involvement can be contrasted in 
two schools that we work with. 
At the elementary school in one rural school 
district, the principal leads the developing RTI 
process._ There is a strong commitJTient to the 
concept thiit academic failure'is nOt an option. 
Pr0fessional de~et~Pment regardirlg the_ core 
reading curriculum tias'been strong and ongoing 
and there is a dear expectatl6n that the' currk· 
ulurn will be implemented With fidelity. The 
prindpal monitors instruction Commu,nity, funds 
support a_ reading roach and_ other resources. 
The effects on student achievement have 
been signHicant. The percentage of stUdents 
meeting DIBELS benchmark scores has increased 
dramatkaUy in the three years since imp!emen· 
tation, especially in the primary grades. 
The principal in a second district supports the 
RTl initiative at a broad level. but is not nearly 
as involved operationally. As one might expect, 
implementation is struggling to gain traction. 
The difference in the two districts largely 
relates to the degree of oversight and instruc· 
tional guidance provided to all staff, from 
general to special education. RTl is often 
mistakenly viewed as a special education initia· 
tive, when really it is an "every ed" effort with 
the core infrastructure components residing in 
general education. As such, principals must truly 
function as instructional leaders to coordinate 
all aspects of teaching and learning. 
1l1e challenge in secondary schools i1n·olves identify-
Size Impacts 
District size is a dimension that can present 
challenges at either end of the continuum. At 
one extreme, tiny school districts often are 
limited in resources. Their small size results in 
failing to meet thresholds that would make 
them eligible for certain supports or resources, 
or give efficiencies of shared expertise or 
hard resources across the district. However, 
in the words of one Successful school leader 
who serves'as principal' of three schools and 
dfrector, of curriculum, assessment and TI tie 
I in a 325"Student district in the heart of the 
Willamette Valley:-~lt doesn't take a lot of 
mon_ey or resources. You just have to take a 
step back and l_ook at th!! Way you do things 
and be willing to do things differently." 
This school leader has infused this attitude 
into her small staff, who are excited by their 
accomplishments. The district has implemented 
a new reading core curriculum, systematized 
universal scret:!ning and progress monitoring and 
organized reading intervention groups in the 
two short years it has participated in the state-
wide project. The district has established a well· 
organized RTI team that works collaboratively to 
review student performance data regularly and 
make instructional decisions. A dear sense of 
collective ownership of all students prevails. 
At the other end of the continuum, large 
districts benefit from shared resources but face 
the challenge and complexity of coordinating 
procedures, training and programs across many 
schools. Here, too, we have been impressed 
with how far administrative will, collaboration 
and creative problem solving can go. We have 
witnessed significant and rapid system develop-
ment in a large urban/suburban district that's 
confronted with all the challenges that large 
districts typically face. 
The key to the success in this case is a well· 
organized and highly skilled central~office 
leadership team that has worked closely with 
building principals to maintain a consistent and 
conC:erted focus. The district RTl leadership 
team meets regularly to review procedures and 
coordiilate implementation. Professional devel-
opment' has been consistent and sustained. 
Principals serve aS-teain leaders within most 
elementary schools, and tt?achers report feeling 
informed and supported. 
In reflecting upon her district's journey at a 
conference last year, the director of student 
services recalled a discussion she had with a 
parent regarding the newly minted RT! system 
and the emphasis on identifying struggling 
learners and providing Interventions as early as 
possible. 
"That sounds great," the parent responded. 
"But what did you do before RTI? Don't tell me 
you just waited until they failed before they 
got services." 
What could she say? 
David Putnam is co-project manager of the 
Oregon Response to Intervention Project in the 
Tigard Tualatin School District in Tigard, Ore. 
E-mail: dputnam@ttsd.kllor.us 
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ing the 1nultiple nle<lSUr(':-. lll" univl.'r~al screen~ y1)U \\'ill u~e 
f\) decide which stu~lt·nr-; need n1,He intensi\'c instnicnnn 
or 1nter\'enrton. 
Typically, studenrs at the sec\)ndary level art' detidcnr 
1n hds1c skills that get in the- \\'<IY of lcdrnin,u highl'r· 
!e"cl skill". Jn Lnng Bench, tnultipk· 1neasurt•s indulle 
score:. ll\1 St<lte as.;;,es:-1ncnr~. gr..1dL'S (<1lthough .~ubje(ti\'l' ), 
liter,1cy screens nntl pre-;1ssess1nc1us in core curricuhun 
il1•Herinb being used in English language cirrs, dbtricr, 
de\·eloped qu:irterly and end-of-course cxa1ns in algebra, 
grade 8 111arh t)r English langut1ge develop1nenr. The use 
of niultiple 1nea~urcs depend on \\'hat your target Is (e.g., 
literacy, 1n;nh~1natics, English kaniers). 
.A.t the secondary level, the cre<1tion of the tnastt'!' 
schedule is key.The challcnJ~e is creating rhe schedule to 
pn)\·1de Ti!.!r 2 and 3 inrervcnrions fnr students while still 
<lllowing students tll earn credit toward graduation. Ir is 
da,1hlc when the priority i-; set t)n providing tiered inter; 
venth1n claS!'leS for studenL'> who, according tfl 1nulriple 
1neasures, sh\)\\' the need for additional targeted instruc-
tion. You cannot do 1nore or catch ur students using the 
snn1e tinie strucntres. 
Typically, 1nilldle and high school 1nastcr schedules 
Long Beach's Pivotal 
TurnAround RTI 
In the Long Beach. Calif., Unified School DistriCt, this tiered approach 
to intervention was pivotal to transforming student achievement across 
the district. 
long Beach Unified School District is the state's third largest urban 
school district with more than 90,000 students, 84 percent of whom are 
minor'1ty and 68 percent of whom qualify for free and reduced price lunch, 
and where over 46 languages are spoken, RTI has proven a successful 
model to increase the achievement of all students. 
In 2003, the Long Beach Unified School District won the highly presti· 
gious Broad Prize for Urban Education and was a finalist again in 2007. 
The use of the tiered approach to intervention was intentionally started 
with high school students whose outcome data showed to be failing at a 
high rate. Some lacked basic skills needed for higher-level learning. 
Starting with a universal screen though which all sth graders are assessed 
for skills on various measures, the district tiers students into the appropriate 
levels of instruction they need. The movement among all three tiers is fluid. 
Students are assessed and their progress monitored, allowing them to move 
among tiers where their instructional and behavioral needs are best met. 
This approach was so successful in the high schools that it soon was 
implemented with all 5th graders moving into middle school. For students 
in grades other than 5th and sth, each grade level uses a tiered approach 
to intervention in helping teachers make data-based decisions to drive 
instruction. As a result, Long Beach has been able to maintain high levels of 
student achievement for all learners, including special education students. 
And the school system has moved closer to erasing the achievement gap 
that exists among groups of students where this gap traditionally exists. 
-Judy Elliott 
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include double hlock~ of rin1e to provide ndditinnal Tkr 
2 ;1nd 3 intL'n't"tHion~ for .;rudenb. So, for tlhf<\nCe, ~tu­
dent~ lll<l\' be enn\llc~! 1n ;-\1_~\.'brn l ;ind h:n·e <l ~e"·dnd 
doSl' nr bl~ick of perh<1r~ a develop1nent.1! 1n;uh pru~r.un. 
Likewise, student~ will be enrL1HeJ in Englb:h !angu<tge 
<lrt!'> \\'ith n $econd block of :1 rending intervenr1nn, thth 
increasing rhe time and lntcn:-;ity nf instruction. 
Starting Point 
Cienerully, schools dt) nor h;n•e the resourcl's to provide 
supp!e1nental and inrensh·e instruction to n1ore than 20 
percent of students. Theretore, core instruction 1nust he 
cttl:cti\'e for 75-85 percenl n( students and 1nust he Je,·d· 
oped and i1nple1nentcd to achie\'e that goal. O)re in'itrtK· 
tion 1nust be responsi\'e to rhe needs uf 1111 students. 
&) the tirst srep in the implcn1cntation DfRTI is t\) en1l-
uare rhe eftt-cd\·eness of core instruction nn-1 f\) prohlc1n 
.-;o\ve how tn nnprove it tf it isles~ thnn l'ffecri\'e. D1srncr.~ 
mid schtx>ls should evalucJll~ existing pnKtices and rc.~ource-" 
to detcnnine the approach that \Viii best help estahlbh 
needed C\)re, strategic and intensive intcr\'enlions. 
A key indicator of a school anJ 11 district itnple1nent· 
ing RTI is that they h:n·c an instruction/intervention 
resource tnap identifying all of the acade1nic Hnd beha,·ior 
instruction/interventions available to student" at the core, 
supple1nental and intensive levels. 
One key con1ponent of this resource 1nar is the de1:,rree to 
\\•hich die interventions in TieTh 2 and 3 are integrated with 
core instructit)n in Tier I. Receh·ing insrn1ction in Tier 2 or 
Tier 3 i.s not a life sentence. Students 1nust he able tt1 fluidly 
niove berween tiers as rhe data shnw they <lft' rcndy. 
In a rradinonal sy~tetn, retnedial ;1nd sp{:'Cl<ll cduc:itinn 
"ervic..:s ·are le.'ts uitegrated with Ct1rc in-;uuction than in 
,1n RTI nit)Llel. There ha qn:iht:Hh'L' dtffercnce betwi.:en 
esrablts:hing inrer\'entions rind ensuring rl1at the inter\'en-
rinns are linked and integrated with core instruction. 
A note of caution: Do not bite off 1nore than you can 
che\v. ltnple1nenting with integrity is n1ost ilnpl)rtant. 
Tht'rC is l1ll "RTI in ;1 Box." Districts and schools tnust 
1nove through chree phases - de\·elop1nent of a cnn-
sen~us of need, establish1nent of the infr<lS[rticture and 
1n1ple1nentation nf practice. 
T::ike the tilnt' to de\'elnp consensus of RT! a~ rhL" 
ira1neWl)fk and foundarh)n that will enable the disrri('t 
and school to .'>yste1natic.11ly 1nL'et rhe needs (if a!! students. 
Giving st;1ff rhe rouls (pn)fes5ional develop1nent, intcr-
\'t•nnon suppnrr and dncu1nentatilll1, dar,1, technulngy t\l 
display and interpret the data) to s.uccessfully i!np\einent 
RT! is neces:<nry before you aue1npt to ilnple1nent RT! 
sysreinically. (See related stury, r"ge 14.) 
Field Lessons 
As school disrricr leaders, ,~·1..· tnusr identify, consolidate, 
supplc1nenr and integrate resnurces fro1n diverse funding 
sources to produce the infrdstrucrure necessary to .sup, 
port the itnple1nenratinn of RTL This incluJes ongoing 
and sustained c<111',Klty hul\ding, both skill and knt)\VI· 
conrinut?d on /Jagc I 8 
i:ontil1Hl'd /nmt /ldgt! I 6 
edge, (nnn the b,),lfll rno1n tl) thl' 
d<bS!"llPlll. This h n11t <lb{1ut addin!:! 
.ltl<)lhcr 1111t1,1n\·1..•. It i:-. ,1i'i.1ut keep-
ing what wnrk:- and ft'plncing whar 
doesn't with t'ffocti\'l' data-l1ascd 
instructHlnal pr,Ktlccs. 
\Xie 111ust w,Jrk tti dt'\'elop a 
single integrated systetn to con-
nect general. re1ncdml and srccial 
education that resuil:-. in a scmnles." 
syste1n l1( instruction, intervention 
nnd dar~1-bascd student ourcon1es. 
This approach has allnwed the 
Long Beach Unified Schnnl Dis-
trict to erase rhe achievetnent gap, 
while proYiding spl·cial education 
ser\'iccs to only about 7 .5 percent 
n( it:- students. 
Additionally, as district leaders 
we 1nust estnblish ti1nclines and 
Judy Elliott has worked in central administration 
in Portland, Ore., and Long Beach, Calif. 
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T cacher:- tro1n all ph)gr;ln1:-> ll'<Hn 
abt1ut insrructhln t11gcthl'r, prn· 
viding th1..• np1'onuni1y t1l L!l'.Ht' .1 
c1m11n11n un,Jer~r.inlling and (,11n· 
111un hingu;1ge on which 1n~rruo:· 
tional refonn C<ln t;1b: place. 
Ftn<illy, as a pan uf any changt 
pruccv· .. , expect and pro-n(th-l'ly 
1nanage re ... i~t1ince. Rl'sistancc tt1 
change sugaesrs a loss of SDtne 
sort. Our \\'ork in buil~hng con-
sensus for R Tl needs to idtntif)· 
what thiu sense of loss is. Personnel 
have tnuch at stake. The shift to a 
culture of ongoing use- of data at 
the classron1n and hui\ding levl'\.:;, 
nn t11p of stare as~essn1e1u~, can be 
intitnidaling to faculty and princi· 
pals. The use of data is not nleant 
to be punitive bur rather to allnw 
{or a laser-like focus on the use nf 
defined responsibilities at the district and schonl site lcv· 
els, to ensure rhe successful i1nple1ncncarion ofRTl across 
the preK-12 systetn. This includes provk\in~ intentional 
ti1ne to collaborate. And, as with the ilnple1nentation of 
any retOnn, we n1usr build in regular fidelity checks for 
all cotnponcnrs of the systetn, both at the district and 
school-site levels. 
personnel, existing resources and delivery of profcssi{H1al 
developtnent. 
Professional develop1ncnt 1nt1st be integrated across 
Eng_lish language learners and con1pensatnry, gifted, gen· 
enil and special education. As Ponland Public Schnnb 
continues its jnun1ey on c:.tablishing RT! systt>n1ic:-'ll!y, ir 
h;1s 1nov~'<l frnn1 ~ep.1r.ite prufessionnl deve\l1p1nent hy cat· 
cg;lrtcal prograni ro .i totally integnued syste1n ,1f training. 
In all 1ny years in education one thing I've le;-1rned is 
for cerrain: Ad1nin\suntors, teachers and parents share 
a com1non yearning: - to help srudents who are strug~ 
gling. Once people see that data ;1re <l tool to provide 
rnilored interventions for students ;and support for class-
roon1 instruction, trust is huilr, collegial rdntionships an~ 
fnrged and the reali:arion emerges that we arc in this for 
the bctcennent of all ~tudents. • 
Judy Elliott is the chief academic officer in the Los Angeles 
Unified School District. E-mail: judy.elliott@lausd.net 
Additional Resources 
Judy Elliott, who has worked in special 
education and other centra\~office roles 
in Long Beach, Calif., and Portland, Ore., 
recommends these resources for school 
leaders interested in learning more about 
response to intervention: 
Books/Reports 
., Response to Intervention: Policy Consid-
erations and Implementation by George 
Batsch et.al., available from National Asso-
ciation of State Directors of Special Edu-
cation, Alexandria, Va., www.nasdse.org or 
703-519-3800 
.,. Response to lritervention Blueprints: Dis-
trict Level Edition by Judy L Elliott and Diane 
Morrison, available from National Associa-
tion of State Directors of Special Education 
., Response to Intervention Blueprints: School 
Building Level Edition by Sharon Kearns and 
David Tilly, available from the National 
Association of State Directors of Special 
Education, www.nasde.org. 
Websites/ Articles 
"" "Create Your Implementation Blueprint 
Introduction" by Susan L Hall, www.rti 
network.org/GetStarted/Develop/ar/ 
Create-Your-lmple mentation-81 ueprint 
"" "Developing a Plan" by George Batsche, 
www.rtinetwork.org/GerStarted/Develop/ 
ar/Deve/opingPfan 
"" National Online RTI Forum 2008, 
www.connectlive.com/events/rtinetwork 
060908 
"" RTI Action Network, www.rtinetwork.org, 
particularly "What is RTI?" 
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"" "RTI and Math Instruction" by Amanda 
VanDerHeyden. www.rtinetwork.org/ 
Learn/Why/or/RT/andMath/1 
"" "Response to Intervention in Second-
ary Schools: ls It on Your ·Radar Screen?" 
by Barbara J. Ehren, www.rtinetwork.org/ 
Learn/Why/ar/RadarScreen 
.,. "School-Wide Positive Behavior Support 
and Response to Intervention" by George 
Sugai, www.rtinetwork.org/Learn/Behav-
ior / ar /SchoolwideBehavior 
> "Tiered Instruction and Intervention in a 
Response-tcrlntervention Model" by Edward 
S. Shapiro, www.rtinetwork.org/Essentia// 
Tiered( nstruction/ ar /ServiceDefivery/1 
I>- "Why Adopt an RTI Model?" by David P. 
Prasse, www.rtinetwork.org/Learn/Why/ 
ar/WhyRT/ 
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Three Tiers oflntervention (Tilly, 2008) 
As education leaders, we all have similar aspirations: We want our teachers to be effective; we want our students to excel; and we want QUf schcx)\s to be kno\\n 
for high levels of student achievement. 
Achieving rhese goals requires high·qual· 
ity instruction, assessn1ents to determine 
whether inSrruction is working and effec· 
rive interventions for students who n~ed 
so1nerhing more. 
Many instructional practices, assess· 
ments and interventions are known to be 
effective. Ho\\' d\:>es a school select those 
that are the best match for the students 
and their unique needs? How does a school 
use its resources to provide additional 
instruction fr1r students \vho are not sue· 
cessful in typical instruction? Huw does a 
school make decisions about the changing 
needs of srudenrs? 
Response to interventiPI'\ helps princi· 
pals and teachers answer rhese questions 
by providing a fn1nework for organi:ing 
Three 
Tiers of 
Intervention 
Central Iowa schools adopt a hands-on process 
for matching student instruction to needs 
BY W. DAVID TILLY, SHANNON HARKEN, 
WENDY ROBINSON AND SHARON KURNS 
instruction in schlX>ls using research-val· 
idared procedures and decision·mtlking 
structures. The framework includes peri· 
odic assessments co detennine which stu· 
dents need help and whether what is being 
done for them is effective, difft!rentiated 
instruction and ongoing data-based deci· 
s1on making. 
RTI doesn't tell you what to chink. It 
tells you what to think about. 
At Heartland Area. Education Agency 
11, an intermediate education agency in 
centrill Iowa, we have been implement· 
ing R TI concepts agenc}:wide for 18 years. 
Heartland schools are in "arious stages 
of implementation, many following the 
three-phased process of building consensus, 
building the infr..isrructure and then fully 
implementing RT!. Each pha<;e has essential 
c1unponcnts and pn .. >dicrable challenges. 
Building Consensus 
Let's face it: Educators are hllnds-on peo-
ple - they want to know how to imple-
ment effective instructional strategies to 
improve student achievement and often 
are less interested in the theory underlying 
the practice. Unfonunately, new schot"ll 
initiatives sometimes falter because school 
leaders do not invest sufficient time and 
energy early in the process to ensure fac-
ulty and staff understand chc change:; 
being proposed and why those changt>~ 
are a good thing. As a result, several year!' 
after the initiative is launched, there i~ 
little to no evidence of our efforts. 
When developing the RT! framework. 
we spend time providing information, 
ra:tion;1le and the opportunity for educa-
tors to question, challenge and di..;cuss RTI 
before it is launched. Through these intt.•r· 
actions, educators build consensus, which 
leads co buy-in. 
Some of the activtties Hearrlanll 
schools use to build consensu:< <iround 
response to intervention ~ue: 
~ Revisit wh.it we consiJer the essen· 
rial outcomes in our system. Re\'iew data 
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\ 
.i\'1 lllf the ... k·gret• fl 1 \Yhkh d1t·-.e nurc( H11cs 
,lrl' \"t.'Jt1g ,lCL<.HnpJi,ht•Li. 
ll>- E:-.:mnine ,t.11f n1c1nl"l·r;.' l't'l1l't ,\.,tL'llb 
.1h 1ut \\ h.ll 1.·:i-1.1kln .. •n (tin lean1 "1nJ rht• .;rr.1t-
t'l.::ll'!> rh;it ,,·ill l--c-:.c k"<Kh tht>1n. 
Ito- Ex.uninl.' the hhtoric<1l ;i..;;"'111npr1uns 
un~lt.'rlyinf.! llltt ;bSCY~tnL'nt anJ lnsrnKtll1n 
.. v ... ren1 ;Hi..1 the .Jegn:e tn '"hi..:h th1..·~i: •ire 
-.urri)rred by tL':-.t>an:h. r\lsn, ex.1n111h.' \\·hat 
n::-.1.\1rch •.;1y:- ,\re the n1t1sr i:ffecn,·e pr.tcnces 
th,1t yield nli.1ximu1n :-,nident .1chie,·c111ent. 
~ Study rhe un~IL'rlr1ng core prlnciplcs 
.uh.1 rr•l(tices <ts:-oi:iareJ \\'ith RTI i1nple-
1nt•nt<lfh}\1, 
.,_ Ex;nnine .t rhn:e·tJert•d 1nodcl ot lhnv 
RT! 1:- -.tflJ(lUred !11 .... i:h(lO! bu1ldinc> c\nJ 
,,·h.it it r.1ke:' ti) :-.uprl1rt nnplernentauon. 
~ Claui:e -.r.it( n1e1nbers' (l 1Jn1ninnL'nt 
tl' 1nake th.e..;t• ('h,1n~es. 
Pl'rh.tps the 1nn:->t nnrnrr:int cn111pn~ 
nt•nr llf Cln1:;ensus hu1k\ing is invnlving 
.;r,1t"f in \)ngoing cnnversatll1n.s ab\)Ut the 
principles l)f teaching and Ie.1n1in~. J•Ul 
l,Lu1gen, principnl ()f Plcas,1nt\'ille Ele; 
1nentary Schon\, ,Jescribes his building'.;; 
1nnsr effective cnn:-K'nsus;huilding ronl for 
nnplementing RTI (\\'hich in Io\va is calleJ 
in~trucrinnal deci.sil)n tnaking, 11r 1Dlv1): 
"T,1 hui!..I C1)!1S!.."llsus in nur bull~ling, \\'t.' 
fi.1~reJ, in the J,1uni.;e t~Jr L'\'erynne (ll 'iCC, 
.1 lht nf nur [[):-._,t .1c.:01nplbh1nent.:; ,1nd 
\:h;tllen~e:- fnr 11npll.'ntentin,g a pnlgr,Hn 
likL" !l):-...1 in our huikling. It stttnul,Hed a 
Int of tnten:st fro1n the \'ery beginning as 
llllr te.1111 studied it." 
TI1e ~htx)l's ;iccon1pli:>hn1enrs includt.!d 
general <~nd special l'duc .. 1tion resources 
\\·lirkint; together to provide •l \'<lfiL"ty of 
instructional suppt)rtS; in\'olving students 
in tlex1hle instnu.:rional :;.'fllt1p:i th.:1r i:hange 
;ts sruJcnt needs change; and inure fre-
quenrly re\·ie\\'ing srudenr pert"onnance 
d;ua t~l ;tsslst 111 dec1'.>h)n tnaking. 
False Notions 
The- challt>n~e" .t-.so(i:tt!.."d \virh Cdn.;c-n ... u:-. 
budding arc predicrahle. C>ne ch,\lh:n~c 
~rcn1s fro1n the fact ~~1111e te<1chcrs ~1nJ 
;1Jn11n1srrators n1ake ,1s~un1ptions about 
reaching and lcnn11ng l:iaseJ on inaccurate 
pr'1nr knnwl..;>dge. c .. )nl1nitting ro RTl is 
Ct!ln1nining rouse re.'i.earch-based insrruc; 
tion and asses~i-ncnt. 
tv1nny of rhe rhings \\'e accepted :is 
trurhs in our preser\'ice- progrruns rumed 
nut to be false. such as: 
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,.. The nec .. l hl k1111\\' ... rudt>nt~' JQ..; ro 
knn\\' hn\\' fl) ri.·111..:h thl.:'111; 
... SpeL1.1l t.'1.hll.:aril1n r·Lti."t.'!llt.'l)[ \\·111 
prc .. hcr.1bly .1cceler;1rc ,\ "rudenr\ lL'.lrII· 
1ng; ;Hlll 
~ :\ ..,n1 .. lent's l.tl-.t:I 11r ,_Ji-;al-.ility type 
tells us \vh,u in:-tn1Lt1on rn pfll\'tde. 
A second (h,tllt'ngc ro cu1bt'nsu:-: buikl; 
1ng 1s thtu teachers nfren are 11\)t up to .J,irc 
about \Vh;it \\.\)rk:;: l-.e,..-;c t~lr students \\'ho :1rt' 
'.>truggling to !t."arn. \Vt' all h.:i\'e our bn!! 
t)f tricks. \Y/e ;t!i kno\\' ~tHne thing-., hut 
none uf us kn\H\'S e\'t:ryrhing. T eachcr5 
not l)nly need tLl becn1ne ,\\v;ue of nC\\' 
technique, but they inu:;r 111;1:.rer rht>1n . 
Fnr ex;unple, they nct.'J td knll\\' .ind l.,e 
.1J-.le t11 te,1ch d1e ..;cages llt \vor .. l lean11ng 
.ind lh1w tu cl1:1...:h 1.lccnJ1n).!. ~tr~Hecic.-, in 
cunnccreJ text. 
To huilJ consensu:;, te;1cher:1 1nust nt){ 
l1n\y be kno,vledgeable ;1l'<1ur currenr prac-
rices, they n1u:;r be \villing to .share their 
kno\vledgt: \Vith e;1ch other. 
A tin.al challenge <1:-.So(:i<tted \\'1th C(ll1· 
o;cnsu:; huilding is understanding rh1lt H .. Tl 
is not an ";.1dd;on" to the :1ys.ten1. R TI is a 
funJain('ntnl restn1cturing of reSl)tlrces ;1nd 
services \\'ithin a school tn better 1neet the 
ne~s of all students. Ir is a systems-change 
initiath·e that takes se\'eral years to imple~ 
ment fully. 
A school must devote a significant 
;11nount nf professional development time 
t1l RTI during the first t\\.·o or three years. 
Then, when RT! becomes a way of life, 
schools' subsequent professional devel~ 
opmenr offerings are based on student 
achievement data and are integrated into 
rhe R TI initiative. 
Building lnfr1structure 
One of the most important things we real~ 
ized when we began working to implement 
RT! in Heartland was that our approach 
to school improvement needed to evolve. 
Historically, when major initiatives from 
the federal government or the state 
rolled out, specific practices or strategies 
were brought to teachers. In essence, we 
brought answers. 
When this happened, getting practices 
implemented was challenging because 
teachers did not have input into the 
change, so they did not always own the 
change. These changes rarely are deep or 
lasting. 
The approach with RT! is different. 
In our revised approach, we don't try to 
provide all the answers, though we try to 
en.o;ure the right questions are ~ing askt"d. 
We are confident in the R Tl framework 
and the research.based practices it con· 
tains. We are confident in the expertise 
and decision-making ability of the te;1ch-
ers and administrators in our schools. As 
such, we no\\• implement a new approach 
to bringing RT! into our schools. This 
approach is based on questions, rather 
than answers. (See related story, below.) 
We use current practices in the school 
as building blocks for the RT! infrastruc· 
rure. All schools have some of the required 
components in place, so the challenge is 
to identify those that are in place, build 
those that are nl1t and make rhe1n work 
together in a seam Jess way. 
To address the questions, the school 
must establish a leadership team made 
up of individuals with specific roles and 
skills. The team may include the building 
administrator, someone with curriculum 
and insrruction expertise, someone \\'ith 
expertise in data analysis and someone who 
can facilitate meetings and professional 
development. Grade·level representation 
on the leadership team also is neces.sary. 
The importance of leadership teatns 
cannot be underestimated. Nancy Moor~ 
head, principal at Jordan Creek Elemen-
tary School in West Des Moines, says, 
Questions to Guide RTl's Use 
OUr approach foir devatoplna a rwsponse to lntftVentlon fmneworic at tho Hurtland 
-"""' Education ~ in Iowa lo based on 10 related questions. 
,,_qi--. n <hwn from tho Nollcnal •• latloi1 d- Directors d Spodal EdJca. 
11on'• po.i>liatlon "l!apaw to i ... ••ltla• llluopmt for '"1-""'••illllo.I. (IVliblJle at www. 
_,.._.,..,,. 'The po io:iplos d tho !Tan •work .,. onilOddod wltNn tho cpJntlcnt. IO tchool 
ludetsliip-.. that worl< thnqh tho qimtm with rip will In fact be ~Ilic llTL 
1. 15 our core PfOl1""' sullic:ient? 
2. If tho core proeram k not 5Ufficient, what led to this? 
1 How w~l tho needs Identified In tho core procram be addressed! 
4. How wiU tho sufficiency and tfhcti- d the an J><Ol'll'll 
be 1T101iltot9d over time? 
5. Have lmprov.ments to tho CotO P"'lrlm bffn effective? 
6. For which students lo tho an ~ sufficient °' not sufficient7 Wrtt °' why not7 
7. What specific supplemental and intensive lnmuction is Meded1 
8. How will specific supplemental and lnten<ive inttructlon be detivemll 
9. How will tho effectivtness of supplemental and int..-.!ve lnrtruction be monitored? 
10. How wilt you detennine which studenu need to move to • difftrent level of 
instruction7 
-David Tilly 
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"Our leaJt!rship ceam is comprised tif 
, tepre:;entati\'eS ac each gnide level, speci<li 
education, talented and gifred and specials 
teachers. Throllgh this broad represent;!· 
cion we y.•ere able to share our \'ision anJ 
hnplement strategies to use data and stu-
dent v.•ork to make in.c;truccional decisions 
and to develop successful interventions." 
" ... teachers must not only 
be knowledgeable about 
current practices, they must 
be willing to share their 
knowledge with each other." 
Once the leadership team is estab-
lished, the next step is to identify prac~ 
tices that tnust be modified, adopted or 
created. That is done through a needs 
assessment or inventory of current prac-
tice. The needs assessment process is keyed 
to the structures chat need to be in place 
in schools to support RT! and the skills 
and processes that must \\'ork together for 
it to be successful. 
The team then begins the proces.• of 
answering the 10 questions. As the leader-
ship team tackles a question, members use 
research~validated tools and strategies co 
help answer the question, thus tailoring 
application of RT! to their school. By tak-
ing this approach, we ensure each school 
is staying true to the research-based prin· 
ciples that support RT!, and we are con· 
fident the implementation fits the needs 
and preferences of the students, teachers 
and leaders in that specific school. 
Team Cha!lenges 
Several important issues arise as the school 
leadership team works through this pro-
cess. These issues include detennining the 
foll,1wing: 
~ Which specific assessments will be 
used (or universal screening of all :itudent!', 
for diagnostic ai;sessments for sruJent'i \l;ho 
need it and for fonnarive a"SeSSmenr (mon· 
itoring student learning o\'er urne) ~ 
._, Specifically how to expand option:-
for supplernental and intensive instruc· 
tion within the building. (Supplemental 
instruction is provided in addition tn 
t\'pKal ur core in:>.tructiun f,,r _.;.tu· 
dents. lntL'nsh·e in:-.trl\l.::tJun i:. abo 
,1dd1t101111l 1n ... rn1ctiun. but for thl•se 
.. rudcnr~ \\·1th rhe llllht ..,ignitic,ult 
nt•eJ ..... ) 
II-- \Vh,ir ne\\' .... rrucrurcs wdl 
nc1.:d tP he crt..•.ued to pn1vidc rhis 
idditional instn11:ti11n .nhl h11w will 
n 1-'-c pnl\·ided? 
~ 1-io\~' will prot'e>.sinn.1l Jevel-
P[Hncnt bt! provided tn dcvelop 
~kills in d.tta-hn,cd decision n1.1king, 
i1nrnive ctfccrivc rt.»1ching "trategics 
,1nd b1..'ttt!r differt>ntl<He in.-.rructinn 
t'l1r :-.tudcnrs! 
_. ;\rt• ch~1nges warranted in the 
w,1y rh:u re."'1uro.:~ tfu1n spl'cinl pro-
!.!t~1111s are .Jelivt>n:d, such :1s ..,rc.:1al cduca· 
111111 .1nJ Tide I; 
St:hlk ils enc,1unt1.:r a range 1 it chalh.>n~es 
;tr thb '.'it<l~t.'. ~111nc chalh:nge:. have tt.) do 
with what Ynlc Professor of l\ychuluh'Y 
St'yn111ur Sar;1snn calls "existing regulari-
ties" - thinf.:rs rhut \\'e do a particular \\'<\Y 
be:cause that's the \Vay \\•e've alwnys dline 
the1n. $..)1ne chnllengt.'::i ha\'e H1 do with nl!'\\' 
skills that neeJ to be_ lenn1cd nnd the lack 
- of ritne anJ cnCQ .• 1Y tl.vailablt! to lean1 and 
i1nple1nenr rhe1n with fidelity. Su1ne chnl-
lenges are related tn nnn-dnra#bnsed phi-
\n...,orhies -llnd tht! challenge nf those \vho 
:lfe not willing to he per:-.u;ided hy llata. 
Sl'hunl lcaders tace :-.pec1t-ic challenges, 
.. w.:h ;i..; prl'SCntin_l! il cle<lf, \veil·cl1n1n1u· 
n1c.ned \'t--.it)n t~)r 1!arnenng ruP\ic ..;up-
rort fnnn rhe cenrral llthce, :'!Choo\ hn;irJ 
and p:1rents. Then then: are npernrinnal 
..:h:\llenges ro he 1net, including revis-
ing the 1nnster -.cheJule in the hui!Jing 
[ll ncc111nnH1dnre new ,,n,_i ,_Jifferenrjated 
in~trtictional uprions fnr ..;ruJcnts and ':\Ct1 
ting nut a n1ultiyear i1nplen1ent.uinn and 
rrofe.<.;'5inn.1l Jeveloptnent phn1. 
~1:uk Tin1ntt:·n11an, princiral at Earlhn1n 
Ek·n1erlt<lrY Sch1 )ul, ~u1n1nan:c~ the po\\'er 
<ll h1:-. \•111\Lhng\ pL1n hy ... r~ning, '\.!ur .... r,irl 
kd~ rhere !'.'> trul\ .1 "1f<1tei.:ic plcu1 rh,1r wtll 
l-c 'urp\1rtt.'d wnh prnti;.;.;,1nn.1l LlL'\'elop· 
1nl.'1H. l.)ur prn!t.·""1on;1I Je\·elnp1ncnt h,1.; 
bc-t.:n 'IL.1v1 ir of rhi.: 1nond1' for fl )1l lun~, 
wirh lirtlt.' c:vidence rt> sho\v that it h;1s 
hdred re<1chers ;1nd <d1nnst nt) e\·11..lenl.':e 
th.u ~ru\lt:nt !1?.1rninl.! h,1~ 1111prnvcd." 
~111..::e l'e~i1u11n~ i1nplt•n1ent.1tit.ln 11f 
1n,rructl!)J1,l\ ~lt"1.'i,111n n1ak1n~. rroft•S· 
-1.in,tl 1.le\ L0 h•p1nenr rbnn1rH.!_ ;lf E.u!h.un 
l:le1nenr.1ry ~1..hi.nil h~1:-. het•n L1r inure 
h1(u,l'd 11n ~nh.il'"nt pt•riPnnance tbr,1 .1nd 
David Tilly (left) works with colleagutS •I 
the Heartland Area Education Agency 11 in 
Johnston, Iowa. 
subsequt'nrly 1n1 the :-kills that teacher:::: 
need t1) 1neer rhe needs tlf the students. 
Data Days 
Full i1nplen1entatit)n involves in~titution­
:1li:ing nnJ refining the changes idenrified 
in rhe first t\VO phases. At Heartland, 
ilnpletnenr:uion includes establishing 
rules for n'loving students a1nong instruc~ 
rion<1l options, 'vhkh he-lps teachers in the 
r..k·cisil)n~1n;1king: process. We frequently 
i.:ol\ect rrngft'S'.'!•Jnnnituring data for all 
.;rudcnrs 'v1th supplen1e1u,1l anJ in[ensive 
lc:an11ng net>ds, ,lnd teachers LL-;e those dara 
fl) help guh.le in:-.tructio.n. 
We establish a scheduk• for reviewing 
all student dntil three tilnes .1 year. \Ve call 
these "Data l)nys.'1 All of these pnlcesse:-; 
require suprort, encouragen1ent •U1d lead-
en>hip frn1n rhe building principal. 
(lne challenge 1n the itnpl1::1nentath)n 
phnse l)f RTI is ev.1!uating the effective· 
ness nf the insuuctional i1prit1n-; we prn-
vide our quJents. Are ,1\1 children l'lt!nefi.t-
tln~ frn111 chcir 1n-;rn1ction? Are they all 
nlakin.g ,tllequ,lfl' prui!res.-;; If nut, why ll•lt! 
\Xlh:1t. will Wl:' do <1l'out ir ! 
Di~tricts .ue u~1ng re ... ean:h-b;1st'"d 
benchtn<Hk'.'! rn lk•rennine whetht'.r ... tu· 
dents ,\Te n1cetin,I.! i.::ntical r,u,l!ct.; on rune. 
If ..;cuJents ;1re nu[ rrogre:-.~ing at Jesirell 
r,\t1..•,<.;, ti..1rther (hnn11:e~ in in.-.rn1crh1n ..;hliu!J 
l'iccur. Funher Ji;tgnu,~tic ,,~._e-,..,n1enrs \\·11\ 
l't.· neelleJ r1' Jcrennu1e in.~rn1Cril)n:1! need.; 
'd ,\n 1n"uuct1• 1n,1l n1acch c1n be 1naJt>. 
t,lrhcr ..::h.1\lcn1.:e.; inclu~le 1n;11nt;11ning 
.1t'1i..:us11n .. ru ... k·nt le;1n1ing 11\·cr rhe l1'lng 
Tt•n11 .ui...l anen~lin_L; tli ln~huc,1! 1:.:-.t1es "\lCh 
as Sl.':heJuling, l!-nsunng in~tructk1nal 
planning ri1nc tlJT teacher5 ,1nd (;.1n·· 
in!>? nut ti1ne f\l itnple1nent C\'eryrhing 
that is ne(cssary· tn keep ,11! ~tudents 
on pnsilive lean1fng tr.1jectorics, 
\Vith the ch,11\enge:'>. hn\\'t.'\'Cr, 
CO!l\t' l"Cnefits. jll\t'l)i:! C>)lHCf, ell'· 
n1ent;1ry/iniJdle ... chool princiral in 
the Lynn\'ille-Sully Clnn1nunity 
Schcx1l District 1n Sully, Inwa, .... un1-
1n-ari:es d1e benefits l1f her ~ch(}\_ 1ls' 
use of in$tn1ccion.1l 1.leci:-;ilin 1n<1king 
as "incrt'nsed student nchieve1ucnt! 
We\·e seen our students grnw in 
rending tlucncy .tnd co1nrrehen:-ion 
during the past two ye:.1rs." 
Coiner ;1\so has seen increa~ell 
reacher co\h1borarion anJ use uf ll.H;1. 
"Teachers don't just lunk <lt data .1ny-
tnl1rc," she says. "They understand it, ralk 
1tlx1ut it \Vith their peers, nnd use it ro bet· 
rer serve students. We wnrk tngerhcr to 
t-ind ans\\'crs to problen1:; nnd to strengthen 
<lfens of success." 
Sinct! i1nple1nenting insrructh)nal deci-
sion 1naking1 Sully Ele1nentary has seen 
the percentage of its 3nl gmders considered 
fluent readers rise fro1n 39 percent to 79 
percent. Their )th J.,rraders went frntn 56 
percent to 80 percent fluent. 
Self-Corrections 
RTI dlles nut gi\'e schnnl leaders ,,IJ tht.: 
answers. Ir Joes, however, pro\'ide a 
V<llidatcd fr~Hnewnrk tO surport 'iChoo\ 
i1nprove1nent and drive effective insrruc~ 
tion that tnily benefits all :o.tudent$ in the 
sch11ol. It is a self-correcting syste1n rhat is 
data~l:>ased and can becu1ne the fl1und;tti1)n 
for tinguing in::.trucrhu1al in1pnlvcnu:-nt. 
/\dministrnttirs \\'h1) successfully \c;1J 
unpletnentation of an RTI 1n11dcl can 
\\'nke up every morning kn1.l\\'ir11..: th~ 
1)dds will bt! in their f11vor th;tt -.rudents 
will receive rhe instruction rhar is he:-ir 
1n:1tcheJ to tht'"ir nee ... ls. J:;n"t th,1t why 
1nost pf us \\'t:nt nun t'lluc.1til1n 1n die 
hr-,t pL1cc ~ • 
David Tilly is the director of innovation and 
accountability at Heartland Area Education 
Agency 11 in Johnston, Iowa. E#mail: dtilly@I 
aea11.kllii.us. Shannon Harken is a consultant 
for professional learning at the Heartland Area 
Education Agency, Sharon Kurns is the director 
of professional learning and leadership and 
Wendy Robinson is the assistant director for 
professional learning. 
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Assessment 
Assessment is the eyes ofRTI: where you can see what needs to take place, how 
the pieces come together, and how effective your interventions have been. Pieces of 
assessment are also found in the other components of RT!, but I think assessment is so 
important for success that it needs its own category. 
The R TI team should consider what assessments should be used for what 
purposes. There are four basic types of assessments used in RT!. Sometimes you will be 
able to find one assessment that fits multiple needs. The four assessments are: Screening 
assessments (to determine who is at or below standard), Diagnostic assessments (to 
match instructional needs or what needs to be taught), Progress Monitoring assessments 
(given often, to determine if a student is improving over time), and Outcome based 
measurement assessments (to determine if a student has improved, based on one time). 
It is important that assessment is linked to instruction. If a student is shown to be 
below standard what will be the next step or plan? Who will be delivering the 
instruction? How often will we be monitoring the instruction to see if it is working? 
Once data has been disseminated for student needs we also need to review how 
effective our interventions at each tier have been and what the effectiveness of the 
program has been. 
My Reflection: In my building it took some time to choose the assessments, train 
testers, organize the material, create the schedule, do the testing, and harness the data in a 
usable manner. It was important for us to feel like we had some flexibility to do it wrong 
a few times before we got it right. 
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Attached you will find: 
1. RTI Flow Chart, Reading K-2 (This was used to help everyone see the link 
between assessments and interventions. It also helped give us a guide.) p.78 
2. RTI Flow Chart, Reading 3-5 (This was used to help everyone see the link 
between assessments and interventions. It also helped give us a guide.) p.79 
3. RTI Placement Card (This card was used to track individual scores on 
students and make instrnctional decisions in teams.) p.80 
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RTI Flow Chart, Reading K-2 
DIBELS 
LNF (Letter Naming) 
~gn.ierisk and at risk 
;!~~ergarten RTI 
;??:::)T:D:??:S,r1ction in if~~t~r Names & 
it,§t~~~~nemes 
NWF (Nonsense 
Words) 
«.~.<\n.ierisk and at risk 
ORF (Oral Reading 
Fluency) 
SC>nie risk and at risk 
:c;is";~~~~~)'forrnula f<:i'.detel'l)l.in~ fluency· 
. ·. need 
.ffp~t Jal1 ..•. 
aiia~ailiiliiie 
1? ~ci ~Fi-isWi 
"'iuflittle · · 
· Ifneed ~ue~9~~?~i 
Read fllat ... ~~·.!~H 
If not flt1en~y;4s~;~;'. 
· ·· HoughtpnM.\fj'lj.1)1••i• Phonic Sci-eelier/,i!i 
prpg(e~~,.t~si 
~1i~exia .. R-. _e_a_d-in_g_"" •!~iii~~~; Below in3 are!i§'(ii{i: more, look iili<l~riS1 , NWJi: __ -_:i :,-;p};'.~0~tif 
10 inin. letter 
'!~o~nds and/or 
'~ight words 
·· u5e.R.ea.a .. \Ven 
'.Pfai:eni~iltif'ID.ore is 
... · n~gded. .. 
Read Well 
Placement Test 
Jl)~9~gfalmve~t. 
\re~ginggroup/class•. 
'
1(Lowest 25%) · 
.·~w~·gi.?ul'instructi.ori 
! (@Read WeU. . 
If3NPillaio~afiairi0i'e 
th~·l.~ee~p~~'.~;iltW~~s· 2••.dos~•R.ea:~;w:~11• 
If'contiilued NJ>;•196!c 
atNWFunder .. 
1 DIBELS 
·•••.•·•.•.•J>1~~~~~il1·•·<; 11:, 
•• .. Language fo'!;~;~;. 
l!ea~ing !i.~!f>)i 
DRA 
(Developmental 
Reading Assessment) 
Below grade. level 
UseRWPlacement& 
. DJBELS 
If only low. inJ)~i 
(liidividualPlan} 1 
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RTI Flow Chart, Reading 3-5 
Benchmark 
(Core program onIY if 3.tto 
above grade level) 
DIBELSTest 
Strategic 
(Apply Fluency Fonnula to an 
on grade level passage) 
Intensive 
(Give_Corrective Reading 
Decoding Placement) 
WASL 
Reading below 400 
(Team decides if further 
intervention is needed) 
ARI and/or 
Scholastic Reading 
Test 
25%6rbelow 
(Gi~_e;-co~~~,tl~e-i{Cacting-
coinprehe~si_?n -Placement ._------t 
test) 
Need. Fluency: Not Fluency- Give 
Houghton Mifflin 
Phonics Screener 
Corrective 
Reading 
Decoding 
7 or .more mistakes. 
on test lof 
placement 
Less than 7 mistakes 
on test 1 of 
placement 
(Individual plan) 
Read Naturally 
Below in two areas or less 
(Individual in class 
plan) 
Below in:3 'or n\Ore areas-
U~~>(:Q'tt8Ctive 
Reading 
D~coding 
If too low for Corrective 
Reading,,-use :, 
Read in~ 
Mas~el'y 
Continue placement 
CorrectiV'e 
Reading 
Comprehension 
If too low, use 
Language for 
Learning 
Above25%. 
(Tier]) 
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RT! Placement Card 
A- RTI Decisions 2008-09 (¢~\A R TI Decisions 2008-09 
I ';,\ Name Grade I \Name Grade - -
Teacher Teacher 
Benchmark Data Benchmark Data 
F (Progress w (Progress SP F (Progress w (Progress SP Monitoring) Monitoring) Monitoring) Monitoring) 
DIBELS DIBELS 
(WPM) (WPM) 
MAZE MAZE 
(#Correct) (#Correct) 
MATH MATH 
(CD) (CD) 
Diagnostic Testing Diagnostic Testing 
(Read Well Placement, Reading Mastery Placement, Phonics Screener, Corrective Reading (Read Well Placement, Reading Mastery Placement, Phonics Screener, Corrective Reading 
Placement, Lane.uae:e for Leamin2, DRA, ARI) Placement, Lan2ua2e for Leaming, DRA, ARI) 
Test Date Results Test Date Results 
Intervention Progress (Progress/No Progress) (P/NP) Intervention Progress (Progress/No Progress) (P/NP) 
Program SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN Program SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN 
Program FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE Program FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 
Other: Other: 
CHAPTER FIVE 
Summary 
Response to Intervention is a method of service delivery schools can use to 
improve academic outcomes for all students, as well as improve the identification of 
students with disabilities. A preventative and proactive problem-solving approach, along 
with a focus on providing an instructional match to each student's needs using effective 
practices, are the core principles of RTL From those five principles, schools may differ in 
how they design and utilize the key features ofRTI (multiple tiers, protocol, assessment 
systems, and evidence-based instruction). (Barnes & Harlacher, 2008) 
It is difficult to accurately record all the changes, meetings, and tasks taking place 
while one is in motion. Some of the details may have been lost, but the essence of the 
RTI process has been recorded in the form of this guidebook. In our school, there was an 
ebb and flow to maintaining direction in RTL Sometimes the RTI group, or school, 
seemed ready to move forward in the next step, and other times the amount of other 
activities taking place in the school made RTI seem like it was on the back burner for a 
later time. By the end of the year, all staff felt the need to continue to move forward in 
RTI and they had ideas for beginning RTI in math for the following year. 
This guidebook was created to give schools a tool to help them understand more 
about RTI and resources to use. Care was taken to provide the core principles ofRTI in 
the guidebook. Response to Intervention (RTI) maximizes resources and research in a 
school system to increase student achievement and reduce behavior problems. Change 
takes time, persistence, courage, problem solving, and the support of everyone involved. 
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If this change impacts even a few students that would have fallen through the cracks in 
the old system, then it is worth the effort and time. 
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It is difficult to make change happen in a school. Some pockets of staff felt the 
need to hold on to the old tests and ways of teaching remedial students. One of the nice 
things about designing a professional development model based off a flexible initiative is 
that teachers felt supported, their concerns were met with understanding, and change did 
not take place before they were ready. A drawback of this approach is that a complete 
transformation to RT! will take a few years, not just one. 
Recommendations 
• RT! is not a quick-fix, but a long term solution. It is helpful to document, record, 
and celebrate successes along the way. 
• Schools are built on the premise of what is best for the child. RT! is a better 
system to improve student learning. 
• Schools should begin a movement toward RT! by first researching the principles 
needed in RTL Next, a committee needs to be created where members discuss the 
reason for moving to RT!, where to begin, and ifthe culture of the school is ready 
for RT!. 
• There must be administrative support for this initiative to be successful. 
• An expert to help schools through the process and/or training will help schools 
know and understand the next step in their journey. 
• If there is no additional money, no expert, and no training there is still value in 
practicing the principles of RT!. 
• At the core of R TI there is research-based classroom instruction, universal 
screening of all students, progress monitoring, research-based interventions at 
Tier 2 and Tier 3, and fidelity measures. 
• This can be done on a small scale in one classroom, even though this is not the 
typical model described by RTL 
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